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Abstract 
 
A transition to electrified transportation would benefit from the development of batteries with 
energy densities beyond that of Li-ion batteries. New battery chemistries and materials are needed 
to realize this transition. Metal-air and solid-state batteries have attracted attention due to their 
potential to meet this demand. This dissertation employs first-principles calculations to 
characterize materials of importance for two ‘beyond Li-ion’ chemistries: 1) the magnesium-air 
battery, and 2) solid state Li batteries employing a lithium thiophosphate Li3PS4 glassy electrolyte. 
Mg-air batteries have high theoretical energy densities and rely on earth abundant 
materials. Nevertheless, metal-air batteries based on alkaline earth anodes have received limited 
attention and generally exhibit modest performance. In addition, many fundamental aspects of this 
system remain poorly understood, such as the reaction mechanisms associated with discharge and 
charging and the charge transport mechanisms within the discharge products. First principles 
calculations are employed to study the electrochemical and transport properties of the likely 
discharge products, MgO and MgO2. Thermodynamic overpotentials for discharge and charge are 
calculated for several scenarios, including variations in surface stoichiometry and the 
presence/absence of intermediates in the reaction pathway. The calculations indicate that reaction 
pathways involving oxygen intermediates such as superoxides or peroxides are preferred. In 
agreement with recent experiments, our calculations predict that cells that discharge to MgO will 
exhibit low round-trip efficiencies. In contrast, MgO2-based cells are predicted to approach round-
trip efficiencies of 90%, suggesting that performance can be improved by ‘steering’ discharge 
towards formation of MgO2.  
 x 
Secondly, the transport properties of MgO and MgO2 discharge products were investigated.  
The transport mechanisms in these compounds either are incompletely understood (in MgO2) or 
remain a matter of debate (in MgO). For MgO, negative Mg vacancies and hole polarons were 
identified as the dominant charge carriers. However, their large formation energies suggest low 
equilibrium concentrations. A large asymmetry in the carrier mobility is predicted: hole polarons 
are mobile at room temperature, while Mg vacancies are immobile. Accounting for nonequilibrium 
effects such as frozen-in defects, the calculated conductivity data for MgO is shown to be in 
remarkable agreement with the three “Arrhenius branches” observed in experiments, thus 
clarifying the long-debated transport mechanisms within these regimes. In the case of MgO2, 
electronic carriers are the most prevalent. Similar to MgO, equilibrium concentrations in MgO2 
are low, and moderate mobility further limits conductivity. If equilibrium behavior is realized, then 
(i) sluggish charge transport in MgO or MgO2 will limit battery performance when these 
compounds cover the cathode support and (ii) what little conductivity exists in these phases is 
primarily electronic in nature (i.e., polaron hopping). Artificially increasing the carrier 
concentration via monovalent substitutions, or circumventing solid-state transport altogether via 
liquid-phase redox-mediators, are suggested as strategies for overcoming transport limitations. 
Regarding solid electrolytes, the lithium thiophosphate family of glasses has reemerged as 
a promising candidate electrolyte due to its high conductivity and formability. However, due to 
their amorphous structure, the ion migration mechanisms that underlie their high Li-ion 
conductivity have been difficult to characterize. Our calculations reveal that: (i) cation migration 
events involve the nearly simultaneous migration of multiple adjacent cations, and (ii) cations are 
dynamically coupled to the reorientation and thermal vibrations of the PS4 anions. This dynamic 
 xi 
coupling is expected to enhance the transport of cations through the anion sub-lattice and could be 
used as a guide in the design of fast ion conductors.  
 1 
Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
The introduction of Lithium-ion batteries in 1991 had tremendous impact on the development of 
portable electronic devices. It is increasingly likely that the next frontier for batteries will be the 
electrification of transport. Current Li-ion batteries fall short of the energy densities and targeted 
costs in the personal electric vehicle (EV) sector.1 In response, the Department of Energy Vehicle 
Technologies Office has set goals to double the energy density and significantly reduce the cost of 
EV batteries by 2022.2 Next generation Li-ion batteries utilizing advanced anode, cathode, and 
electrodes will accelerate vehicle electrification and may also play a role in stationary storage 
applications. However, due to the intrinsic energy density limitations of Li-ion batteries it is 
generally accepted that “beyond Li-ion” batteries will be necessary in the long term.3–6 These 
batteries require new chemistries and materials to be explored and developed. This dissertation 
presents first-principles computational studies of two types of next-generation battery chemistries: 
magnesium-oxygen batteries and solid state batteries. 
Magnesium−oxygen (or “Mg-air”) batteries are attractive beyond Li-ion energy storage 
devices due to their high theoretical energy densities. The anode is earth abundant, less susceptible 
to dendrite formation during plating, and has a volumetric capacity nearly twice that of lithium.  
In total, a Mg/O2 cell has a theoretical specific energy nearly seven times (3.9 kW h/kg) that of Li-
ion batteries (0.57 kW h/kg) and even exceeds that of the well-studied “Li-air” system.  
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Another beyond Li-ion candidate is an all solid-state battery. Inorganic solid electrolytes 
offer improved safety, more compact cell design, and may facilitate the use of lithium-metal 
anodes. Solid solution electrolytes in the lithium thiophosphate family (based, for example, on a 
mixture of Li2S and P2S5) exhibit some of the highest Li-ion conductivities, comparable to or 
exceeding that of liquid electrolytes in commercial Li-ion batteries. Additionally, they exhibit 
favorable mechanical properties compared to oxide electrolytes, enabling room temperature 
formability and good electrode contact during volume changes incurred during battery cycles.  
1.2 Magnesium-Air Batteries 
Magnesium-air batteries are attractive due to their essentially inexhaustible supply of cathode 
reactant (oxygen), which in theory allows for very high energy densities. They feature an 
electrochemical couple comprised of a magnesium anode and an oxygen cathode. Metal-air 
batteries based on zinc negative electrodes have historically received the most attention because 
zinc is relatively stable in aqueous electrolytes. Primary zinc-air batteries are commercially 
available and widely used in miniature hearing aids. Secondary zinc-air batteries have been under 
development for several decades and would be a promising power source for portable applications. 
However, progress has suffered from zinc dendrite formation during charging and parasitic 
carbonate formation restricting the gas diffusion electrode.7 
The magnesium-air cell was under development by General Electric Company in the 
1960s.8 The cell design used a magnesium alloy anode, saline electrolyte, and an air cathode. 
During operation magnesium is precipitated as magnesium hydroxide and requires the anode and 
electrolyte to be replenished periodically. In a non-aqueous environment, magnesium and oxygen 
form a solid MgOx discharge product of  magnesium–superoxide, –peroxide, or –oxide within the 
 3 
positive electrode (Figure 1.1). During charge, the process is (ideally) reversed and MgOx 
decomposes to magnesium ions and molecular oxygen. 
 
Figure 1.1. A magnesium-air battery. 
Magnesium metal exhibits important advantages compared to lithium, such as higher volumetric 
capacity (3832 mAh cm-3 Mg vs. 2062 mAh cm-3 Li), suppressed dendrite formation, as well as 
lower cost.9 The theoretical energy density of the Mg/O2 couple, 3.9 kWh/kg for a cell that 
discharges to magnesium oxide (MgO), lies above Li-ion and Li-air, along with other metal-
oxygen chemistries based on alkali metals (Figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.2. Theoretical specific energies of selected metal-oxygen chemistries (blue and grey bars) 
compared to Li-ion (red bar).  
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A brief report of a non-aqueous Mg-air battery first appeared in 2008,10 followed in 2013 
by a small number of more detailed publications.11–13 In the experiments performed by Shiga et 
al.11,12 it was concluded that the discharge product was MgO; furthermore, it was demonstrated 
that MgO was not rechargeable at moderate voltages. The addition of redox mediators enabled a 
recharge capacity. In the latter study, Vardar et al.13 found the discharge product to comprise a 
mixture of MgO and MgO2, with the peroxide component exhibiting more facile decomposition 
during recharge. Despite its promise, the non-aqueous system exhibited large overpotentials and 
limited rechargeability.  
1.3 Sulfide Glassy Electrolytes 
Inorganic solid electrolytes are a promising alternative to combustible liquid electrolytes used in 
conventional Li-ion batteries. Paramount are safety concerns as Li-ion batteries are becoming 
increasingly prevalent in electrifying transportation systems. Non-volatile and non-flammable 
solid state batteries alleviate safety concerns regarding battery puncture (e.g. EV crashes) and 
thermal runaway during harsh operating conditions. In addition, the use of a solid electrolyte is 
expected to enable high energy density anodes, such as Li metal, making these systems particularly 
attractive for long-range electric vehicle applications.  
A century ago, Tubandt and Lorenz’s discovery of the anomalous highly conductive α-AgI 
(1.3 S cm-1 at 147°C) phase lead to a new field of study, “fast ion conduction in solids,” and 
encouraged the possibility of solid electrolytes for energy storage and conversion application.14,15 
From early investigations of silver and cuprous solid electrolytes some common features began to 
emerge. These included: anions arranged in a manner to provide a flat energy landscape allowing 
for a difference in potential energy the same order as the thermal energy; cations that were 
structurally disordered; a preference for monovalent cations; and highly polarizable anions were a 
 5 
requirement.16–18 The last insight likely lead to the development of sulfur-based solid 
electrolytes.19 
Sulfide glasses were reported in 1980 as an alternative to oxides, when it was found that 
replacing the oxygen with sulfur increased the conductivity from 1 to 3 orders of magnitude.20,21 
It was well established that doping the oxide glasses with halide salts and modifying the glass 
former cations (Si, P, Ge) resulted in higher conductivity.20 These practices quickly carried over 
to the lithium sulfides with a conductivity of 10-3 S cm-1 for the  Li2S–P2S5–LiI system, rivaling 
that of the silver oxide glasses.21–23 
 
Figure 1.3. Arrhenius plots of the conductivity for sulfide solid electrolytes reported by Kato et 
al.24 
The development of solid state batteries has been slowed for many years due to the lack of 
solid electrolytes with conductivity comparable to liquid electrolytes. Arrhenius plots of the 
conductivity for sulfide solid electrolytes are shown in Figure 1.3. More recently, several 
promising electrolytes from the lithium thiophosphate family have been reported with 
conductivities exceeding liquid electrolytes, these include: Li10GeP2S12 (12 mS cm-1), Li7P3S11 (17 
mS cm-1), and Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 (25 mS cm-1).24–26 However, the latter two suffer from poor 
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Figure 2 | Ionic conductivity and crystal structure of Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3. a, Arrhenius conductivity plots for the LGPS family and Li9.6P3S12 and
Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3, which were used as electrolytes in this study. b, Crystal structure of Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn with
a 50% probability. The framework structure consists of 1D polyhedral chains (edge-sharing M(4d)X4 and Li(4d)X6) connected by P(2b)X4 tetrahedra.
Conducting lithium is located on the interstitial site of Li(16h), Li(8f) and Li(4c). c, Nuclear distributions of Li atoms in Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 at 25  C,
calculated using the maximum entropy method at the iso-surface level of 0.06 fmÅ 3.
using electrolytes available at present. Therefore, it is expected
that electrolytes exhibiting high ionic conductivity and good
electrochemical s ability will provide a suitable electroc emical
interface when combined with suitable electrodes, and allow high
current capability with high charge and discharge reversibility.
In the present study, we discovered that lithium superionic
conductors, Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 and Li9.6P3S12, showed the highest
ionic conductivity reported for lithium conductivity, and high
electrochemical stability versus lithium metal. These materials
enabled the development of all-solid-state cells with extremely
desirable electrochemical characteristics and demonstrated the
advantages expected from all-solid-state devices.
Characteristics of superionic conductors
Both Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 and Li9.6P3S12 were confirmed to have the
LGPS-type crystal structure8 by X-ray di raction patterns (Fig. 1)
and the neutron Rietveld refinement technique (Supplementary
Figs 2 and 3). The structural parameters are listed in Supplementary
Tables 1 and 2. Their ionic conductivity is summarized in
Fig. 2a, along with the values reported for previous LGPS
electrolytes. These conductivity data are also summarized in
Supplementary Table 3. The highest conductivity value obtained
at room temperature for the chlorine-doped silicon-based system
(25mS cm 1, Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3) was twice that of the original
LGPS (ref. 8) and is the highest value reported so far for lithium
superionic conductors. The anisotropic thermal displacement of
lithium (Fig. 2b) and nuclear density distribution (Fig. 2c) indicate
the three-dimensional (3D) conduction pathways (1D along the
c axis + 2D in the ab plane) in Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3. The
1D pathway is a unique characteristic in the LGPS family8,11,12.
However, the 2D conduction mode has not yet been experimentally
observed at room temperature (only reported at 750K (ref. 11)),
despite its expected contribution towards increasing the ionic
conductivity11,12. Therefore, this is the first example of widely
distributed 3D conduction pathways in the LGPS-type structure
at 25  C, which leads to the highest ionic conductivity. Such
lithium distribution might be induced by the small amount of
chlorine mainly located in the unique Cl(1)(8g ) sites, present in the
P(2b)X4 tetrahedra.
We also report the material Li9.6P3S12, which has an LGPS
structure and exhibits high electrochemical stability. Figure 3
shows the electrochemical stability of this material towards lithium
metal, which was examined using charge and discharge data
obtained from the Li/solid electrolyte/LiCoO2 cells13. The initial
e ciency of the charge/discharge cycle is an indication of the
stability of the electrolyte, as lithium reacts with the electrolyte at
the electrode/electrolyte interface during the first charge cycle13.
Li9.6P3S12 exhibited an excellent e ciency of 90%, as calculated from
the discharge/charge capacity ratio and e ciency was improved
during cycling (see Supplementary Fig. 4). This indicates that almost
all of the lithium from the cathode was deposited as metallic lithium
during charging. In contrast, the original LGPS showed a lower
e ciency of 61%, indicating that a significant quantity of lithium
was consumed during the reaction, generating an interfacial layer at
the LGPS/lithium anode interface.
These superionic conductors were developed on the basis of
synthesis strategies that are di erent from those used previously for
the LGPS-type materials (for example, Si and Sn systems), which
were based on the simple substitution of constituent elements14–16.
To improve conductivity and electrochemical stability, our strategy
is based on double substitution with aliovalent-ion doping, similar
to that used for the Si–Cl system, as well as a complete material
search on the simple ternary Li–P–S system. These materials were
developed and purified using both compositional and reaction
process optimization, and may indicate a new direction for the
discovery of new materials for superionic conductors.
2
© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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electrochemical stability.24 In contrast, the chemical compositions Li3PS4 (0.5 mS cm-1) and 
Li9.6P3S12 (1.2 mS cm-1) show high electrochemical stability against lithium metal.24,27 Illustrating 
the need to have a variety of compositions as depicted in Figure 1.3. Glasses offer the possibility 
of continuously tuning the composition to meet future demands on material properties, for 
instance, formability and chemical stability.    
1.4 Scope of Dissertation 
This dissertation examines two battery technologies that aim to surpass the energy density of Li-
ion systems: magnesium-air batteries and solid state batteries employing glassy sulfide 
electrolytes. First principles simulations are employed to characterize several phenomena related 
to the materials that comprise these next-generation battery systems. 
Early experiments on magnesium-air batteries have demonstrated the inability to 
electrochemically decompose magnesium oxide in an efficient fashion upon recharge. Other noted 
inefficiencies include the presence of large overvoltages during discharge. In chapters 3 and 4, the 
electrochemical processes on the surfaces of likely discharge phases (MgO and MgO2) are 
characterized, as are charge transport mechanisms within those phases. By clarifying these 
mechanisms we aim to reveal design strategies that can accelerate the development of magnesium-
air batteries. 
In the case of solid electrolytes, amorphous (or glassy) solids in the Li–P–S system are 
known to exhibit fast ion conduction, making them a promising class of materials. However, 
fundamental understanding of the local structure of mobile Li-ions, and connections between 
structure and transport mechanisms, are lacking in these materials. The goal of chapter 5 is to 
provide insight into of how local structural diversity and dynamical correlations can influence 
lithium transport.  Computational techniques based on ab initio molecular dynamics are used to 
 7 
predict the structure of the glassy LPS system, and to reveal how this structure influences and 
evolves during ion migration.  
 8 
Chapter 2 
 
Methodology 
2.1 Density Functional Theory 
Less than one hundred years ago, a framework for the description of matter on the quantum 
scale was first assembled, based on contributions from Born, Heisenberg, and Schrödinger. The 
equation of motion at the atomic scale was provided by Schrödinger, 
−𝑖ℏ 𝜕𝜓(𝒓)𝜕𝑡 =+ ℏ,2𝑚// ∇,𝜓 + 𝑉(𝒓)𝜓	 (2-1)	
which in principle explains all atomic phenomena except magnetism and relativity.28  
Due to their complexity, predictions of atomic and electronic structures for systems 
involving more than a few atoms generally require approximations. First, the kinetic energies of 
the nuclei and electrons are often separated into two separate mathematical entities; this is known 
as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This is justified by the large difference in mass between 
nuclei and electrons, and the fact that the electrostatic forces acting on the two are nearly the same. 
Second, a large number of plane waves are needed to expand the orbitals of core electrons and 
valence electron near the nuclei core region. Pseudopotential methods replace the strong ion-
electron interactions near the core by a much weaker and smoother potential in a manner where 
the valence electrons experience the same potential outside a designated cut-off radius. Thirdly, 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) introduces an important simplification by reducing the many-
body problem of solving the 3N-dimensional wave function 𝜓(𝒓6, 𝒓6,… , 𝒓9) to one of solving 
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single electron wave functions in an effective non-local potential described by the electron density. 
This approach was introduced by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964 and Kohn and Sham in 1965.29,30 
They proved that the total energy was a unique functional of the electron density, and the single-
particle density that yielded the minimum value of the total energy functional was the ground-state 
density. 
In DFT the total energy functional in a static, total electron-ion potential 𝑉/:;(𝒓) can be 
written in the form 
𝐸[𝑛] = @𝑉/:;(𝒓)𝑛(𝒓)𝑑𝒓 + 12B𝑛(𝒓)𝑛(𝒓C)|𝒓 − 𝒓C| 𝑑𝒓𝑑𝒓C + 𝑇[𝑛] + 𝐸FG[𝑛] 	(2-2)	
where 𝑛(𝒓) is the density, the second term is the Coulomb energy, T[n] is the kinetic energy of the 
system and 𝐸FG[𝑛] is the exchange and correlation functional. The electronic density  𝑛(𝒓) =+|𝜓/(𝒓)|,/ (2-3)	
is expressed in terms of the non-interacting single-particle wavefunctions, 𝜓/. In order to determine 
the set of wave functions that minimize the energy functional, the single-particle Kohn-Sham 
equations are solved self-consistently,  
I−ℏ,2𝑚 ∇, + 𝑉/:;(𝒓) + 𝑉J(𝒓) + 𝑉FG(𝒓)K𝜓/ = 𝜀/𝜓/, (2-4)	𝜀/ is the Kohn Sham eigenvalue and 𝑉J is the Hartree potential, 
𝑉J(𝒓) = 𝑒, @ 𝑛(𝒓C)|𝒓 − 𝒓C| 𝑑𝒓C, (2-5)	
which describes the potential between the electron and the total electron density. 𝑉FG(𝒓) is given 
formally be the functional derivative of the exchange correlation energy 
𝑉FG(𝒓) = 𝛿𝐸FG(𝒓)𝛿𝑛(𝒓) . (2-6)	
 10 
 
2.2 Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular dynamics describes the evolution of particle positions (typically taken as atoms) in time. 
For a system of N particles, with the ith particle having mass 𝑚/ and coordinates 𝒒/ = (𝑥/, 𝑦/, 𝑧/), 
the kinetic energy is 
𝑇 = 12+𝑚/?̇?/,9/X6 	 (2-7)	
and potential energy 𝑉 = 	 (𝑡, 𝒒6, 𝒒,, … , 𝒒9), where the overdot denotes differentiation with 
respect to time. The MD trajectory consists of all particle paths along the time interval [t0 t1], and 
the motion of the system is subject to the principle of least action. By introducing the function ℒ = 𝑇 − 𝑉, called the Lagrangian, and minimizing the functional ∫ ℒ\]\^ 𝑑𝑡, the equations of 
motion that govern the system satisfy Euler’s equation, 𝜕ℒ𝜕𝒒/ − 𝑑𝑑𝑡 𝜕ℒ𝜕?̇?/ = 0. (2-8)	
For a computational cell with variable volume and shape under constant external hydrostatic 
pressure p, the Lagrangian is given by:31 
ℒ = 12+𝑚/?̇?/C𝑮?̇?/ − 𝑉c + 12𝑊𝑇𝑟?̇?C?̇? − 𝑝𝛺9/X6 	 . (2-9)	
Here, the three vectors that span the edges of the computational cell a1, a2, and a3 form a 3×3 
matrix h, 𝑮 = 𝒉𝒉C, where the prime denotes the transpose. si is a vector with components (ξi, ηi, 
ζi) which defines the position of the particle ri = ξi a1 + ηi a2 + ζi a3, , 𝛺  is the volume, and W 
determines the relaxation time of the internal stress subject to an external pressure. The 
temperature of the system is regulated by the Langevin thermostat, which mimics the coupling of 
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the system to another system at the desired temperature. The Langevin equation describes the 
stochastic motion of particles, such as particles suspended in a liquid (Brownian motion) or lithium 
in a conducting glass. Recognizing the functional dependence of T and V, equation 2-8 can be 
expressed in the form of Newton’s equations of motion, ?̇?/ = 𝒇/. (2-10)	
The Langevin equation adds a frictional force and a random force to the force acting on the 
particles, ?̇? = 𝒇 − 𝜉𝒗 + 𝜎?̇?	 (2-11)	
where w is a Wiener (random) process; the friction coefficient 𝜉, and the strength of the random 
forces 𝜎, are related 𝜎 = p2𝜉𝑘r𝑇 by the fluctuation dissipation theorm.32  
2.3 Phonon Frequencies 
The Hellmann-Feynman forces are used in combination with the supplemented direct 
method33 to evaluate the interatomic force constants. The total energy of a periodic crystal with 
small lattice distortions can be expressed as,34 
𝐸\:\({∆𝝉}) = 𝐸\:\(w) ++ + 12xyz{ | 𝜕,𝐸\:\𝜕𝜏y~ 𝜕𝜏yz{x y~ ∆𝜏y~ ∆𝜏yz{x + ⋯ (2-12)	
here ∆𝜏y~ is the displacement along direction a of atom k in cell a form its equilibrium position at 
tκ. The interatomic force constants are 
𝐶y~,yz{(𝑎, 𝑏) = | 𝜕,𝐸\:\𝜕𝜏y~ 𝜕𝜏yz{x  . (2-13)	
The dynamical matrix 𝐷, defined from the Fourier transform of C is 
𝐷y~,yz{(𝒒) = 𝐶y~,yz{(𝒒)(𝑀y𝑀yz)6, (2-14)	
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where Mk is the mass of atom k, the eigenvalues of 𝐷 are the squared phonon frequencies 𝜔,(𝒒).35 
For polar crystals there is a non-vanishing effective charge; the dynamical matrix is non-analytical, 
such that it depends on the direction that q = 0 is attained. In this case, the interatomic force 
constant matrix is split into two parts 𝐶y~,yz{ = 𝐶y~,yz{(𝒒) + 𝐶y~,yz{9 (𝒒 → 0)	 (2-15)	
the non-analytical term is evaluated as 
𝐶y~,yz{9 (𝒒 → 0) = 4𝜋Ω ∑ 𝑞𝑍y,~∗  ∑ 𝑞z𝑍yz,z{∗z ∑ 𝑞~𝜀~{ 𝑞{~{ 	 (2-16)	
where W is the volume of the cell, and 𝜀~{  is the electronic dielectric permittivity tensor and 𝑍∗ is 
the Born effective charge tensor for each atom.34  
2.4 Raman Spectra 
The Raman susceptibility tensor is constructed as36  
𝑅~{ = 𝑉wℏ2𝜔+ 𝜕𝜒~{𝜕𝜏(𝜅)y 𝒆(𝑗, 𝜅)p𝑀y 	 (2-17)	
where V0 is the volume of the primitive cell and c is the high frequency electronic susceptibility 
tensor. For crystals, the differential cross section for non-resonant first order Raman scattering is 
given by 𝑑𝜎,𝑑Ω𝑑𝜔 = 𝑁w 𝜔 ¡𝑐¡𝑉w+£𝑒  ∙ 𝑅~{ ∙ 𝑒/£, 𝑛𝜔, 𝑇 + 1 ℏ2𝜔 𝛿𝜔 − 𝜔	 (2-18)	
here N0 is the number of primitive cells, es and ei are the scattered and incident light polarization 
versors, and wj is the frequency of the j-th phonon mode.36 
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Chapter 3 
 
Reaction Mechanisms and Theoretical Limiting Potentials of 
Magnesium-Oxygen Batteries 
 
3.1 Introduction 
A Mg/O2 cell that discharges to MgO is expected to be a difficult system to cycle, as MgO is 
chemically inert37 and does not typically decompose under moderate conditions.38 Shiga et al11,12 
demonstrated a Mg/O2 battery with a non-aqueous electrolyte. The discharge plateau of ~1.1-1.2 
V was attributed to the formation of MgO, and is well below the theoretical voltage of 2.95 V. 
Decomposition of the discharge product was not observed for charging potentials up to 3.2 V and 
at an elevated temperature of 60°C, unless a redox mediator was employed. Additionally, 
Abraham10 has described a Mg/O2 battery with a discharge voltage between 0.7 to 1.1 V at room 
temperature. 
Given the low discharge voltages and apparent irreversibility of MgO, a potentially more 
desirable discharge product is magnesium peroxide, MgO2. The analogous Li/O2 system provides 
support for this strategy, as it is now well established that cells that discharge to Li2O2 can be 
reversed with the application of moderate potentials, while those that form Li2O cannot.39–42 MgO2 
is stable up to temperatures of 345°C,43 and only marginally less favored thermodynamically than 
MgO: ΔGf0(MgO) = −568.9 kJ/mol vs. ΔGf0(MgO2) = −567.8 kJ/mol.44,45 In addition, recent 
experiments involving Na/O2 cells have shown that kinetic factors can play a role in determining 
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the composition of the discharge phase. For example, Hartmann et al.46 have observed that Na/O2 
cells discharge to sodium superoxide (NaO2) despite the higher stability of the peroxide phase, 
Na2O2. Taken together, these data suggest that an Mg/O2 battery that discharges to MgO2 – rather 
than to MgO – could be possible, and may be desirable from the standpoint of reversibility. 
The operation of an Mg/O2 cell is expected to be governed by the following half-reactions 
at the anode and cathode: 
Anode: Mg ⇌ Mg,¨ + 2eª		 (3-1) 
Cathode: 
Mg,¨ + 2eª + 12O, ⇌ MgO, 		Uw = 2.95	V		 (3-2)	Mg,¨ + 2eª + O, ⇌ MgO,, 		Uw = 2.94	V	 (3-3) 
Here U0 represents the theoretical cell voltage. MgO adopts the rock salt crystal structure with a 
lattice constant of 4.21 Å, whereas MgO2 adopts the pyrite crystal structure with a lattice constant 
of 4.84 Å. Vannerberg has prepared the peroxide compound by treating MgO with hydrogen 
peroxide between 0-20°C.47 Vol’nov also prepared MgO2 at room temperature using an aqueous 
solution of magnesium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide, followed by drying with phosphorous 
pentoxide.43 Magnesium superoxide, Mg(O2)2, has also been reported, and was prepared using an 
ozone-saturated solution of Freon with MgO2 suspended in the same media. The presence of the 
superoxide radical, O2-, was confirmed by EPR spectra. X-ray diffraction on the yellowish 
Mg(O2)2 crystals indicated a rhombohedral crystal structure with lattice constants a = 7.93 Å and 
α = 93°. Because Mg(O2)2 decomposes48 at temperatures above -30°C it is unlikely to be a viable 
candidate discharge product in an Mg/O2 battery. 
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The present study aims to clarify the reaction mechanisms and energetics associated with 
charge and discharge of an Mg/O2 cell. Density functional theory calculations, in combination with 
the method of Norskov et al.,49–51 are used to predict the theoretical limiting potentials for several 
plausible reaction pathways.  This method has previously been used to describe trends in 
electrochemical reactions in aqueous environments52,53 and in metal/O2 batteries based on Li,54–56 
Na,57 Zn,58 and Al.59 Application to the Mg/O2 system can facilitate an understanding of the origin 
of the low discharge voltage and irreversibility observed in prior experiments.11,12 Such an analysis 
could also reveal strategies for improving performance.  
Toward these goals, in this Chapter we computationally examine discharge/charge 
reactions as a function of discharge product (MgO vs. MgO2), surface stoichiometry 
(stoichiometric vs. oxygen-rich), and for pathways with and without intermediate phases. The 
calculations suggest that thermodynamic limitations are a major contributor to the low potentials 
observed in cells that discharge to MgO.  In addition, they reveal that it is energetically favorable 
to reduce (i.e., during discharge) and evolve (i.e., during charging) oxygen via multi-step pathways 
that involve intermediate, less-reduced species.  In contrast to the poor performance predicted for 
MgO-based cells, discharging to an MgO2 product along a pathway that involves electrochemistry 
on oxygen-rich (superoxide-terminated) surfaces yields the best combination of high discharge 
voltage and low charging voltage. In the absence of other transport or kinetic limitations, these 
data suggest that battery performance can be maximized via cathode designs or operating scenarios 
that favor the formation of an MgO2 discharge product. 
3.2 Computational Details 
First-principles calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP 
code).60–63 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) expressed with the formulation of 
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Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used for the exchange-correlation energy.64 Blochl’s 
projector augmented wave method65 was used to treat the core-valence electron interaction, with 
valence states of 2s for Mg and 2s2p for O. For calculations involving the conventional unit cell 
for bulk phases, the Brillouin zone was sampled with a Gamma-centered k-point mesh of 8 × 8 × 
8 for oxides/peroxides and 16 × 16 × 16 for metals. The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to 520 
eV and a force tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å was used for all geometry optimizations. For bulk phases 
the cell shape, volume, and atom positions were relaxed; surface calculations employed in-plane 
lattice dimensions based on relaxation of the respective unit cell.  To accommodate the large 
simulation cells necessary for calculations of reaction energies, a reduced plane-wave cutoff 
energy of 400 eV and force tolerance (0.04 eV/Å) were used. All calculations were spin polarized. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Bulk Phases 
The conventional cell of face centered cubic (FCC) MgO (space group: Fm3m) and pyrite MgO2 
(space group: Pa3) from Vannenburg47 are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The calculated lattice constants 
for HCP Mg (a = 3.19 Å, c = 5.18 Å), MgO (a = 4.24 Å), and MgO2 (a = 4.88 Å) are all in good 
agreement with experimental values: Mg (a = 3.21 Å, c = 5.20 Å),66 MgO (a = 4.21 b),67 and MgO2 
(a = 4.84).47 In MgO2 the peroxide bond length was calculated to be 1.51 Å, which compares 
favorably with the value measured by X-ray diffraction, 1.50 Å.47 An additional phase of interest 
is oxygen gas (O2), for which we calculate a bond length of 1.23 Å, compared to the experimental 
value of 1.21 Å.68 
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3.3.2 Surface Stability 
As described in more detail below, discharge and charge reactions are assumed to occur on the 
surfaces of MgO or MgO2 discharge products. Modeling these reactions therefore requires 
knowledge of the low-energy facets of these compounds. Surface energies were evaluated for 31 
distinct surface terminations of MgO and MgO2 by cleaving along three low index directions: 
(100), (110), and (111). A vacuum region of 10 Å separated each of the two surfaces spanning a 
given slab, and both surfaces were identical, thereby avoiding spurious dipole interactions along 
the non-periodic direction of the computational cell.  
 
Figure 3.1. Crystal structure of MgO and MgO2. (Left) The rock salt crystal structure of MgO; 
oxygen is octahedrally coordinated by Mg. (Right) The pyrite crystal structure of MgO2; the 
covalently bonded oxygen dimer (O2) is octahedrally coordinated by Mg. Red spheres represent 
oxygen atoms, yellow spheres are magnesium. 
Surface energies were calculated using the methodology described by Reuter and 
Scheffler.69 The most stable surface composition for a given cleavage direction will minimize the 
surface free energy, 
𝛾 = 12𝐴|𝐺±²³´ −+𝑛/𝜇// 	 (3-4)	
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Here Gslab represents the energy of the surface slab, while n and μ 
are, respectively, the number and chemical potential of species i in 
the slab. A is the area of the surface, and the factor of two accounts 
for the double-sided slab model. The chemical potential of Mg 
(μMg) and O2 (μO2) are linked by the expression, 
 
 
g MgOx = µMg +(x / 2)µO2  , (5) 
where gMgOx refers to the energy per formula unit of MgOx, (x = 1, 
2). The Gibbs free energy per oxygen atom is a function of temper-
ature and pressure, dg =  -SdT + Vdp. The chemical potential of an 
ideal gas at a temperature T and pressure p can be expressed as: 
  µO T,p( )= µO T,p
0( )+ k BT 2  ln p p0( ).   (6) 
Using equation 4, 5, and 6, the surface energy at a fixed temperature 
can therefore be written as a function of oxygen chemical potential 
or O2 pressure alone: 
 
 
γ MgOx (T,p,nMg ,nO)=
1
2A
(Gslab(T,p,nMg ,nO)
+ xnMg −nO( )µO T,p( )−nMgg MgOx ).
  (7) 
We assume that oxygen in the gas phase is in equilibrium with oxy-
gen dissolved in the battery’s electrolyte.  
To examine the relative stability of each MgOx surface, the sur-
face energy is plotted as a function of O2 pressure and oxygen 
chemical potential. The chemical potential of oxygen gas at stand-
ard conditions (p0 = 0.10 MPa, T0 = 298.15 K) is defined as, 
 µO2 =µO2
DFT −TSexp+ ΔE
DFT −ΔHf
0( ) ,  (8) 
where empirically-determined entropy contributions (TS = 0.63 
eV)25 are included. Here the last term represents an empirical cor-
rection (applied on a per O2 basis) evaluated as the difference be-
tween the calculated formation energy, ΔEDFT, and the experi-
mental enthalpy of formation, ΔHf0, for the compound in question 
(i.e., either MgO or MgO2). These corrections – 1.46 eV/O2 for 
MgO and 1.26 eV/O2 for MgO2 – are similar in spirit to those pro-
posed elsewhere,36,51–53 and account for the well-known over-
binding of O2 gas, as well as for oxygen oxidation state errors. Con-
tributions from pressure, vibrational energy, and entropy are ne-
glected for solid phases. 
The surface energies for all surfaces considered are summarized 
in Figure 3; ball-and-stick models of low energy structures appear 
in Figure 4. We first turn our attention to the surfaces of MgO (top 
row of Fig. 3). In general, the most stable termination of rock salt-
based compounds is the nonpolar (100) surface.54 Consistent with 
this expectation, Figure 3 shows that the MgO (100) stoichio-
metric surface is the lowest in energy overall, with a calculated sur-
face energy of 56 meV/Å2. (The second most-stable MgO surface is 
the (110) stoichiometric surface, which has a much higher surface 
energy of 137 meV/Å2.) Each oxygen atom in the stoichiometric 
(100) surface is coordinated by five Mg ions and the in-plane Mg-
O distance is the same as in the bulk, 2.12 Å. 
The calculated and experimental surface energies for MgO (100) 
are summarized in Table 1. The experimentally-determined surface 
energy is expected to be slightly higher than the calculated value of 
a pristine surface due to the presence of different crystallographic 
planes and surface atom vacancies typical of real surfaces.55–57 
Three nearly degenerate terminations comprise the stable sur-
faces of MgO2, Figure 3 bottom panel. Two of these occur on the 
(111)-oriented facet, and one on the (100) facet. The surface ener-
gies across all three fall within a narrow range from 49 to 57 
meV/Å2, and include (in order of increasing surface energy): oxy-
gen-rich (100) ‘Orich-3’, stoichiometric (100) ‘Stoi-1’, and oxygen-
rich (111) ‘Orich-1’ (See Table 1). The stoichiometric surfaces 
have a 2 to 1 ratio of O to Mg atoms; for the Orich surfaces this 
ratio is greater than 2.  More specifically, the surface layers of the 
Orich-1 and Orich-3 slabs have a stoichiometry with an O to Mg 
ratio of 4. In these cases the surface oxygen dimers have a bond 
length of 1.35 Å, a Bader charge of approximately -1, and a non-
zero magnetic moment. These features are consistent with a the 
presence of a superoxide-like surface layer.29 Below this surface 
layer the electronic structure quickly reverts to peroxide-like behav-
ior, with O2 bond lengths of 1.51 Å, Bader charges consistent with 
the presence of O22-, and the absence of a magnetic moment. 
The calculated surface energies were used to predict the equilib-
rium crystallite shapes for MgO and MgO2 via the Wulff construc-
tion,58 shown in Figure 5. For MgO, the stoichiometric (100) sur-
face comprises the entire surface area of the crystallite. In contrast, 
two facets, (100) and (111), comprise the surface area of the MgO2 
crystallite, which is a 14-sided tetradecagon. The yellow (111) facet 
comprises 54% of the surface area, and the blue (100) facet covers 
the remaining 46%. Given the slightly lower energies associated 
with the Orich-1 and Orich-3 terminations (Table 1), we expect 
that the surfaces of MgO2 crystallites will be predominantly oxygen-
rich, with a superoxide-like surface layer. 
Having established the stable surfaces of MgO and MgO2, the 
electrochemistry associated with discharge and charge reactions 
occurring on these surfaces was subsequently examined. 
C. Reaction Energies 
Review of the Theoretical Limiting Potential Method and its 
Application to the MgO (100) Surface. Limiting potentials were 
evaluated for two reaction pathways (described below) involving 
discharge/charge reactions on MgO (100), following the approach 
of Norskov et al.30,32,35,36,59–62 This treatment models the discharge 
process as a series of adsorption events onto the surface of an exist-
ing particle of the discharge product. 
           
                              MgO                                                MgO2 
Figure 2. (Left) The rock salt crystal structure of MgO; oxygen is 
octahedrally coordinated by Mg. (Right) The pyrite crystal struc-
ture of MgO2; the covalently bonded oxygen dimer (O2) is octa-
hedrally coor nated by Mg. Red spheres repres nt oxygen atoms, 
yellow spheres are magnesium. 
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Here Gslab represents the energy of the surface slab, while n and µ are, respectively, the number 
and chemical potential of species i in the slab. A is the area of the surface, and the factor of two 
accounts for the double-sided slab model. The chemical potential of Mg (μMg) and O2 (µO2) are 
linked by the expression, 𝑔·¸¹º = 𝜇·¸ + (𝑥 2⁄ )𝜇¹¼	 (3-5)	
where 𝑔·¸¹º refers to the energy per formula unit of MgOx, (x = 1, 2). The Gibbs free energy per 
oxygen atom is a function of temperature and pressure, dg = −SdT + Vdp. The chemical potential 
of an ideal gas at a temperature T and pressure p can be expressed as: 
𝜇½(𝑇, 𝑝) = 𝜇½(𝑇, 𝑝w) + 𝑘r𝑇2 ln À 𝑝𝑝wÁ (3-6)	
Using Equation 4, 5, and 6, the surface energy at a fixed temperature can therefore be written as a 
function of oxygen chemical potential or O2 pressure alone: 
𝛾·¸¹Â𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑛·¸, 𝑛¹ = 12𝐴 𝐺±²³´𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑛·¸, 𝑛¹ + 𝑥𝑛·¸ − 𝑛¹𝜇¹(𝑇, 𝑝) − 𝑛·¸𝑔·¸¹Â	 (3-7)	
We assume that oxygen in the gas phase is in equilibrium with oxygen dissolved in the battery’s 
electrolyte. 
To examine the relative stability of each MgOx surface, the surface energy is plotted as a 
function of O2 pressure and oxygen chemical potential. The chemical potential of oxygen gas at 
standard conditions (p0 = 0.10 MPa, T0 = 298.15 K) is defined as, 𝜇¹¼ = 𝜇¹¼ÃÄÅ − 𝑇𝑆ÇÈÉÊ. + 𝛥𝐸ÃÄÅ − 𝛥𝐻Íw, (3-8)	
where empirically-determined entropy contributions (TS = 0.63 eV)44 are included. Here the last 
term represents an empirical correction (applied on a per O2 basis) evaluated as the difference 
between the calculated formation energy, DEDFT, and the experimental enthalpy of formation, DHf0, 
for the compound in question (i.e., either MgO or MgO2). These corrections – 1.46 eV/O2 for MgO 
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and 1.26 eV/O2 for MgO2 – are similar in spirit to those proposed elsewhere,55,70–72 and account 
for the well-known over-binding of O2 gas, as well as for oxygen oxidation state errors. 
Contributions from pressure, vibrational energy, and entropy are neglected for solid phases. 
The surface energies for all surfaces considered are summarized in Figure 3.2; ball-and-
stick models of low energy structures appear in Figure 3.3. We first turn our attention to the 
surfaces of MgO (top row of Figure 3.2). In general, the most stable termination of rock salt-based 
compounds is the nonpolar (100) surface.73 Consistent with this expectation, Figure 3.2 shows that 
the MgO (100) stoichiometric surface is the lowest in energy overall, with a calculated surface 
energy of 56 meV/Å2. (The second most-stable MgO surface is the (110) stoichiometric surface, 
which has a much higher surface energy of 137 meV/Å2.) Each oxygen atom in the stoichiometric 
(100) surface is coordinated by five Mg ions and the in-plane Mg-O distance is the same as in the 
bulk, 2.12 Å. 
The calculated and experimental surface energies for MgO (100) are summarized in Table 
3.1. The experimentally-determined surface energy is expected to be slightly higher than the 
calculated value of a pristine surface due to the presence of different crystallographic planes and 
surface atom vacancies typical of real surfaces.74–76 
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Figure 3.2. Surface free energies of MgO and MgO2 as a function of oxygen chemical potential 
(top axis) and oxygen pressure (bottom axis) at 300 K. The notation ‘O-rich’ and ‘Mg-rich’ refer 
to the stoichiometry of the slabs. The chemical potential scale is defined to be zero at STP. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. The most stable surface terminations for MgO and MgO2. Red indicates oxygen atoms 
and yellow magnesium atoms. 
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Three nearly degenerate terminations comprise the stable surfaces of MgO2, Figure 3.3 
bottom panel. Two of these occur on the (111)-oriented facet, and one on the (100) facet. The 
surface energies across all three fall within a narrow range from 49 to 57 meV/Å2, and include (in 
order of increasing surface energy): oxygen-rich (100) ‘Orich-3’, stoichiometric (100) ‘Stoi-1’, 
and oxygen-rich (111) ‘Orich-1’ (See Table 1). The stoichiometric surfaces have a 2 to 1 ratio of 
O to Mg atoms; for the Orich surfaces this ratio is greater than 2.  More specifically, the surface 
layers of the Orich-1 and Orich-3 slabs have a stoichiometry with an O to Mg ratio of 4. In these 
cases the surface oxygen dimers have a bond length of 1.35 Å, a Bader charge of approximately -
1, and a non-zero magnetic moment. These features are consistent with a the presence of a 
superoxide-like surface layer.48 Below this surface layer the electronic structure quickly reverts to 
peroxide-like behavior, with O2 bond lengths of 1.51 Å, Bader charges consistent with the presence 
of O22-, and the absence of a magnetic moment. 
Table 3.1. Surface energies for the most stable surfaces of MgO and MgO2 at standard conditions. 
Surface Surface Energy (meV/Å2) 
MgO (100)-Stoi-1 (this work) 55 
MgO (100)-Stoi-1 (expt)74 72 
MgO (100)-Stoi-1 (expt)75 83 
MgO (100)-Stoi-1 (calc)76 56 
MgO2 (100)-Stoi-1 52 
MgO2 (100)-Orich-3 49 
MgO2 (111)-Orich-1 57 
 
The calculated surface energies were used to predict the equilibrium crystallite shapes for 
MgO and MgO2 via the Wulff construction,77 shown in Figure 3.4. For MgO, the stoichiometric 
(100) surface comprises the entire surface area of the crystallite. In contrast, two facets, (100) and 
(111), comprise the surface area of the MgO2 crystallite, which is a 14-sided tetradecagon. The 
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yellow (111) facet comprises 54% of the surface area, and the blue (100) facet covers the remaining 
46%. Given the slightly lower energies associated with the Orich-1 and Orich-3 terminations 
(Table 1), we expect that the surfaces of MgO2 crystallites will be predominantly oxygen-rich, 
with a superoxide-like surface layer. 
Having established the stable surfaces of MgO and MgO2, the electrochemistry associated 
with discharge and charge reactions occurring on these surfaces was subsequently examined. 
3.3.3 Reaction Energies 
3.3.3.1 Review of the Theoretical Limiting Potential Method and its Application to the MgO 
(100) Surface. 
Limiting potentials were evaluated for two reaction pathways (described below) involving 
discharge/charge reactions on MgO (100), following the approach of Norskov et al.49,51,54,55,78–81 
This treatment models the discharge process as a series of adsorption events onto the surface of an 
existing particle of the discharge product. 
For illustrative purposes, Figure 3.5 presents a generic discharge process. In the present 
case the surface is assumed to be the stable Stoi-1 (100) surface of MgO. The surface is modeled 
using a 2´2 expansion of the primitive surface cell. In this geometry each surface layer contains 8 
formula units of MgO. We define a “complete” discharge reaction pathway as consisting of the 
consecutive adsorption or deposition of 8 additional MgO formula units. At the completion of this 
process the thickness of the surface slab will have increased by two single formula-unit layers; 
atoms are added to each face of the slab so as to maintain identical surfaces. In a similar fashion, 
recharge can be modeled by the sequential removal of individual molecules or atoms from the 
surfaces. 
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Each step in the discharge or charging sequence is referred to as an “elementary 
electrochemical step.” During a discharge step, two electrons are transferred from the Mg anode 
to the cathode, where they reduce oxygen; reduced oxygen can then also combine with an Mg2+ 
cation. (Similarly, during charging two electrons are removed.) The energy change associated with 
each elementary step i is given by the free energy of reaction DGrxn,i = Gproducts - Greactants. During 
discharge, Gproducts refers to the energy of the (neutral) species adsorbed on MgO (100); for 
example, these may be Mg0, MgO, MgO2, etc. The energy of the reactants, DGreactants, is given by 
a combination of the MgO slab (including any species adsorbed in previous steps) and magnesium 
and oxygen atoms in an appropriate reference state. The chemical potential of magnesium is taken 
to be that of HCP magnesium metal (i.e., equal to the chemical potential of the Mg anode), and the 
chemical potential of oxygen is that of oxygen gas at STP. As previously mentioned, this reference 
state assumes that oxygen dissolved in the electrolyte is in equilibrium with gas-phase oxygen. 
With this definition, the energy change associated with an elementary electrochemical (discharge) 
step, DGrxn,i, corresponds to the adsorption energy for an adatom of Mg0 = Mg2+ + 2e−, or of a 
molecule of MgOx. 
We note that the sum of all elementary reaction energies must equal the free energy 
associated with the growth of (two) formula-unit layers on the slab’s surfaces: 𝛥𝐺²³ÎÇÏ = −+𝛥𝐺ÏÈÐ,/Ç²ÇÑÇÐÊ³ÏÎ/ 	 (3-9)	
The energy of the initial configuration (i.e., before discharge) corresponds to reaction coordinate 
0 of Figure 3.5 (solid line), and is equal to the sum of the energies of the bare surface layer and the 
energy of all magnesium and oxygen atoms in the reservoir. During discharge, each subsequent 
reaction at the surface reduces the free energy of the system until all reactants have been adsorbed, 
corresponding to a free energy which is equal to zero by definition (see reaction coordinate 8 in 
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Figure 6, solid line). Each change in free energy associated with an elementary discharge step is 
evaluated as, ∆GÏÈÐ,/Ç²ÇÑ = G±ÊÇÉ𝑛·¸∗ ,𝑚¹∗  − Ó𝐺ÉÏÇÔÕÖ×±±ÊÇÉ + 𝑚·¸𝜇·¸ + 𝑚¹𝜇¹Ø , (3-10)	
where, Gstep(n*, m*) refer to the energy of the slab supercell after nMg and mO, ions (respectively) 
have adsorbed on the surface. Likewise, Gstepprevious is the total energy of the computational cell 
from the previous step. 
In principle, many different reaction pathways may be followed during discharge or charge. 
Here, two plausible pathways are examined. (For simplicity, the examples below are described 
assuming a discharge pathway.) The pathways include: (i.) A “single step” pathway where oxygen 
is reduced to a 2- oxidation state through a one-step reaction:  
(3-11)	
and (ii.) a multi-step pathway wherein oxygen is reduced incrementally to a 2- oxidation state via 
two consecutive reduction reactions. The initial deposition results in the formation of an adsorbed 
peroxide intermediate molecule (MgO2); a subsequent deposition of Mg2+ combined with transfer 
of 2 additional electrons forms 2 formula units of adsorbed MgO: 
(3-12𝑎)  
(3.12𝑏)	
Here a lone asterisk denotes a surface site, while a superscript asterisk denotes a surface-adsorbed 
species.  
The forward direction in the preceding reactions involve oxygen reduction (ORR) and the 
precipitation of a solid MgOx discharge product, while the reverse corresponds to the oxygen 
 
Mg2+ +2e−( )+ 1
2
O2  + ∗    MgO∗
 Mg
2+ +2e−( )+O2  + ∗    MgO2∗
MgO2
∗+  Mg2+ +2e−( )  !  2MgO∗
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evolution reaction (OER) and the dissolution of that product during charging. In both pathways 
the elementary reactions (Eq. 3-11 or 3-12a + 3-12b) are repeated until a full surface layer has 
been added (discharge) or removed (charge). The disassociation of O2 at the surface is not taken 
into account as this is a kinetic process, and the present formalism is concerned only with 
thermodynamics.  
 
Figure 3.4. Equilibrium crystallite shapes predicted from the Wulff construction.  
The multi-step reaction mechanism 3-12a + 3-12b is motivated by the thermodynamic 
theory of electron transfer.82 In this pathway charge is temporarily “stored” in an intermediate, 
peroxide adsorbed species (MgO2*) on the way to achieving a final oxidation state of 2- in MgO*. 
The peroxide intermediate has a higher oxidation state (i.e., it is less reduced compared to the 
oxide) wherein each oxygen atom has an effective charge of 1-. The present computational 
approach has previously been used to elucidate the important role played by intermediate species 
in other electrochemical processes, such as hydrogen evolution and oxidation,82 oxygen evolution 
and reduction,78,83 and carbon dioxide reduction.84 
We emphasize that all steps in Reactions 3-11 and 3-12a + 3-12b are electrochemical steps 
that involve electron transfer. Although some studies have included non-electrochemical (i.e., 
chemical) steps in their analyses,57,85 chemical steps are potential-independent and therefore do 
MgO! MgO2!
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not contribute to the useful electrical work supplied by the cell during discharge. For this reason 
we focus only on electrochemical steps. 
3.3.3.2 MgO (100) Single-Step Reaction 
The black line in Figure 3.6 depicts the free energy profile for the single step reaction pathway of 
Reaction 11. Reaction coordinate zero corresponds to the state before both charge transfer and 
deposition onto the MgO (100) surface (i.e., this is the “clean” surface). Similarly, reaction 
coordinate 8 corresponds to the final surface; this surface is equivalent to the initial surface except 
that the slab has grown thicker via the deposition of two formula-unit layers. As each layer 
corresponds to the addition of 8 Mg and 8 O ions, a total of 16 electrons are transferred per layer. 
For each elementary step in the discharge sequence a search over possible deposition 
locations on the surface is carried out. Once identified, the lowest energy adsorption site is 
occupied, and its energy is recorded; the next deposition event then takes place in the presence of 
the adsorbate deposited in the previous step. At each step all atoms on the surface are relaxed to 
their minimum-force positions. 
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Figure 3.5. Prototypical discharge reactions. Black curves represent an ideal reaction pathway 
depicted at: zero applied voltage, U = 0 (solid line), and at an applied voltage U = U0 equal to the 
cell’s theoretical voltage (dashed line). The reaction is considered ideal because the voltage 
associated with each elementary step is equal to the theoretical voltage associated with the 
formation energy of the discharge product.  For comparison, the red curves depict a non-ideal 
reaction plotted at U = 0 (solid) and U = U0 (dashed). 
For discharge to be spontaneous each elementary electrochemical step i must be 
“downhill,” i.e., DGrxn,i < 0. For an idealized discharge mechanism, DGrxn,i  for each step will be 
equal to the formation energy, DGf(MgO) of bulk MgO. When the energy of each elementary step 
is plotted vs. the number of electrons transferred, this idealized scenario yields a straight line 
comprised of 8 identical line segments, as shown using the solid black line in Figure 3.5. Each 
segment corresponds to an elementary deposition step during the growth of a single formula-unit 
layer on the MgO (100) surface.  
The slope of each segment, which is equal to that of the full line, is the theoretical cell 
voltage associated with the formation energy of bulk MgO through the Nernst equation: 
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(3-13)	
where e is the charge of an electron and ve is the stoichiometric coefficient (2) associated with the 
number of electrons in the reaction. Such an idealized discharge mechanism would exhibit zero 
thermodynamic overvoltage.  
Of course in a real system the energy change associated with an elementary discharge step 
need not be equal to the bulk formation energy: surface heterogeneity and deposition events that 
do not deposit a stoichiometric formula unit can result in energy changes DGrxn,i which are greater 
or less than that for the formation energy of bulk MgO. During discharge, reactions steps whose 
energy change is less exergonic than DGf(MgO) contribute to the discharge overvoltage. 
According to Norskov’s definition, the least exergonic of these steps along a given reaction 
pathway is defined as the potential determining step. This step defines the limiting potential for 
discharge, U discharge:  
(3-14)	
here, the ‘min’ function selects the elementary reaction that is the least exergonic.  
During charging all elementary reaction steps should be endergonic. Steps having a free 
energy change which are more endergonic than the decomposition free energy of bulk MgO 
contribute to the charging overvoltage. Following Norskov’s definition, the most “uphill” of these 
steps is defined as the potential determining step, with a limiting potential of, 
(3-15) 
 
U0 = −
ΔGf
bulk
eνe−
,
Udischarge =min
ΔGrxn ,i(U=0)
eνe−
Ucharge =max
ΔGrxn ,i(U=0)
eνe−
.
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A key goal in generating a free energy diagram such as Figure 3.6 is to identify the potential 
determining steps for charge and discharge. These predictions provide information regarding the 
expected efficiency of an Mg/O2 cell. Moreover, by comparing the reaction energies associated 
with different reaction pathways it may be possible to identify thermodynamically favorable 
mechanisms. To assist in identifying the limiting potentials, it is helpful to plot the free energy 
diagram at an applied potential equal to the theoretical voltage of the cell, i.e., U = U0. For an 
Mg/O2 cell that discharges to MgO this would correspond to a voltage of 2.95 V (Eq. 3-2). This 
applied voltage shifts the energy of electrons present in the discharge pathway by eU0, and thereby 
also shifts the electrochemical potential of magnesium such that it is the same in the anode and 
cathode. (In other words, the applied voltage exactly counter-acts the thermodynamic driving force 
for discharge.) In this case the idealized pathway described previously (Figure 3.5) would appear 
as a horizontal line at zero on the free energy diagram, i.e., DGrxn,i(U=U0) = 0, for all steps since 
the change in free energy associated with every elementary reaction is opposed by the bias 
potential. The black dashed line in Figure 3.5 illustrates this scenario.  
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Figure 3.6. Free energy diagram for discharge and charge on the MgO (100) surface. Calculated 
free energy diagram for discharge (read left-to-right) and charging (read right-to-left) of an Mg/O2 
cell, assuming that all reactions occur on the MgO (100) surface. The black line refers to the single 
step pathway of Eq. 3-11; the blue line refers to the multi-step pathway, Eq. 3-12a-b. All energies 
are plotted assuming the application of a potential, U, equal to the theoretical cell voltage, U = U0. 
The identity of the species that are adsorbed on the surface during each elementary discharge 
reaction is indicated with text; these same species are desorbed during charging. A total of 8 Mg2+ 
ions, 8 oxygen atoms, and 16 electrons are added to the surface to replicate its initial structure. 
For an actual (i.e., non-ideal) discharge pathway plotted at U = U0, free energy changes 
associated with elementary reaction steps will appear as a sequence of uphill and downhill steps; 
this is illustrated by the red dashed line in Figure 3.5. As previously mentinoed, the non-ideal 
nature of a pathway arises from differences in the composition of the species adsorbed in 
successive steps, and from heterogeneity in the surface adsorption sites. 
Following this convention, potential determining steps can be straightforwardly identified 
as uphill steps in the reaction pathway when plotting with an applied bias of U = U0. Thus for 
charge or discharge, an elementary reaction with a positive reaction energy, DGrxn,i(U0) > 0, can 
be associated with a limiting potential. The magnitude of the uphill step is proportional to the 
amount of ‘lost’ or ‘unharvested’ energy during discharge, or the amount of additional energy 
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input required for charge. The largest of these steps over the entire pathway is defined as the 
potential determining step, 
(3-16)  
This step determines the “thermodynamic overvoltage,” η, which is defined as the 
difference in the theoretical cell voltage and the limiting potential:  
(3-17)  
Note that the limiting potential is always an uphill step when plotting at U = U0. For 
discharge, it is the largest uphill step when reading the reaction energy profile from left-to-right; 
for recharge, it is the largest step reading right-to-left.  
Referring now to the single-step pathway (Eq. 3-11), during discharge single Mg and O 
atoms are deposited on the (100) surface at each step. Energy levels for each step are shown in 
Figure 3.6. As each reaction coordinate represents the minimum energy configuration of reactants 
and products, the diagram is equally valid for charging (right-to-left). The potential determining 
step for discharge is the initial deposition event, corresponding to the transfer of the first 2 electrons 
of a formula unit of MgO* onto an empty (100) terrace. The voltage Udis associated with the step 
(Eq. 3-14) is very low, only 0.70 V. Subsequently, steps 2 through 7 represent reactions at low-
coordinated sites such as islands, steps, kinks, etc. These steps all exhibit larger voltages (i.e., 
liberate more energy during discharge) than the initial reaction. That the initial deposition of MgO 
is the potential determining step can be understood based on simple bond counting: deposition 
onto a flat terrace presents the geometry with the fewest available neighbors for bonding. 
For recharge, the potential determining step is the initial dissolution of a single formula 
unit of MgO* from the (100) terrace, corresponding to reaction coordinate 8 to 7 in Figure 7.  This 
max ΔGrxn ,i U=U0( )"# $%=ηeνe− .
 η
discharge = U0 −U
discharge ,     ηcharge = Ucharge −U0 .
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reaction results in the formation of a vacancy or pit on an otherwise pristine terrace. The formation 
of this feature is energetically costly because dissolution from a filled terrace layer requires the 
most bonds to be broken. This step has a large limiting potential of Uchg = 4.45 V (Eq. 3-15). 
Subsequent reaction steps – coordinates 7 through 2 – correspond to the dissolution of MgO* at 
low-coordinated sites. These steps occur at much lower applied voltages. 
Combining the calculated limiting potentials with the theoretical cell voltage, Eq. 3-17, 
yields large overvoltages for both discharge and charge: ηdischarge = 2.25 V and  ηcharge = 1.50. 
Consequently, the voltaic efficiency for this pathway, defined as Udis/Uchg, is very low, only 16%. 
A summary of the calculated limiting potentials, overvoltages, and efficiencies for the MgO (100) 
single-step pathway is given in Table 3.2. 
3.3.3.3 MgO (100) Multi-Step Reaction 
The blue line in Figure 7 depicts the free energy profile for the multi-step reaction pathway given 
by Eq. 3-12a-b. In this pathway two reaction steps are required to reduce oxygen to a nominal 
charge state of 2-. The first step corresponds to the deposition of MgO2*. This is followed by the 
deposition of (Mg2+ +2e-)*, which further reduces the two oxygen atoms to the oxidation state of 
bulk MgO. This sequence is then repeated 3 more times, until a full monolayer is deposited. 
The multi-step pathway is slightly more efficient than the single-step pathway: It increases 
the limiting discharge potential from 0.70 V to Udis = 1.15 V, and reduces the limiting charge 
potential from 4.45 V to Uchg = 3.98 V. The increase (decrease) in discharge (charging) potential 
indicates that it is thermodynamically more favorable for oxygen to be reduced (oxidized) via a 
pathway that involves the multi-step reduction (oxidation) of oxygen, with MgO2* as an 
intermediate. Consequently, the multi-step mechanism increases the voltaic efficiency to 29%. 
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Similarly, the thermodynamic overvoltages for discharge and charge are nearly 0.5 V smaller than 
for the single-step mechanism: ηdischarge = 1.80 V and ηcharge = 1.03. 
 Shiga et al.11,12 reported a Mg/O2 battery with a discharge voltage of approximately 1.1-
1.2 V. Assuming an MgO discharge product, this voltage is in good agreement with the limiting 
potential calculated for the multi-step pathway, Udis = 1.15 V. Similarly, their attempts to recharge 
the cell11,12 revealed that the discharge product did not decompose at potentials as large as the 
oxidative stability limit of electrolyte (~3.2 V). This is also consistent with the limiting potential 
calculated for the multi-step pathway, which suggests that a minimum voltage of ~4 V is needed 
to initiate the oxygen evolution reaction. 
Table 3.2. Calculated limiting potentials, thermodynamic overvoltages, and efficiencies associated 
with various discharge and charging reactions in an Mg/O2 cell. Values in regular text refer to 
terrace-site reactions; values in parentheses refer to non-terrace reactions, which are limiting only 
for the superoxide-terminated surfaces, Orich-1 and Orich-3. 
Discharge product, surface, 
and reaction mechanism  
Limiting Potential (V) Overvoltage (V) Voltaic 
Efficiency 
(%) Discharge Charge Discharge Charge 
MgO (100) Stoi [Single-step] 0.70 4.45 2.25 1.50 16 
MgO (100) Stoi [Multi-step] 1.15 3.98 1.80 1.03 29 
MgO2 (100) Stoi [Single-step] 0.92 4.69 2.02 1.75 20 
MgO2 (100) Stoi [Multi-step] 1.31 4.04 1.63 1.10 33 
MgO2 (111) Orich-1 [Single-
step] 2.76 (2.61) 3.01 (3.25) 0.18 (0.33) 
0.07 
(0.31) 92 (80) 
MgO2 (100) Orich-3 [Single-
step] 2.83 (2.63) 3.27 (3.29) 0.11 (0.31) 
0.33 
(0.35) 87 (80) 
Li2O2 (Ref. 37)   0.35, 0.68 0.20, 0.40  
 
3.3.3.4 MgO2 (100) Stoichiometric Surface 
Given that the formation energies of MgO and MgO2 are very similar, it is conceivable that an 
Mg/O2 cell could discharge to MgO2 rather than to MgO. Discharge mechanisms that form MgO2 
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may also exhibit faster kinetics than those leading to MgO, as the former does not require the 
disassociation of O2. To examine whether such a pathway would be beneficial from the standpoint 
of thermodynamics, the limiting potentials on the stoichiometric MgO2 (100) surface were 
evaluated. As done for the MgO calculations described above, a 2´2 expansion of the primitive 
surface cell was adopted. In this geometry each surface layer contains 8 formula units of MgO2; a 
“complete” discharge reaction therefore consists of the consecutive adsorption of 8 additional 
formula units.   
Two reaction pathways were considered; these include: (i.) a “single step” pathway 
wherein a full MgO2 formula unit is created at each elementary step: 
(3-18) 
and, (ii.) a multi-step pathway where the initial deposition of an intermediate magnesium 
superoxide Mg(O2)2* unit is followed by the deposition of (Mg2+ + 2e-)*. This pathway generates 
two formula units of MgO2* for every pair of 2 e- transfers: 
(3-19a) 
(3-19b) 
Reactions 19a-b are repeated until the surface has grown by one formula-unit layer.  
The black line in Figure 8 depicts the free energy profile for the single-step reaction 
pathway, Eq. 3-18. The same methodology and bias potential (i.e., U = U0, where U0 reflects the 
theoretical voltage associated with formation of bulk MgO2) described previously was used. As 
seen for the MgO pathways, the potential determining step for discharge (charge) corresponds to 
the deposition (dissolution) of a formula unit on (from) a flat terrace. The calculated discharge 
voltage is low, Udis = 0.92 V. Similarly, the voltage needed for charging is high, Uchg = 4.69 V. 
 Mg
2+ +2e−( )+O2  + ∗    MgO2*
 Mg
2+ +2e−( )+2O2  + ∗    Mg(O2 )2*
Mg(O2 )2
* +  Mg2+ +2e−( )  !  2MgO2*
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The large difference in discharge/charge voltages results in a poor voltaic efficiency of 20% (Table 
3.2). 
The blue line in Figure 8 depicts the free energy profile for the multi-step reaction pathway, 
Eq. 3-19a-b. Similar to the pathways discussed previously, the potential determining step for 
discharge is from step 1 to 2, corresponding to the deposition of (Mg2++2e-)* near the previously 
deposited Mg(O2)2* species on an otherwise empty terrace. For charge, the potential is determined 
by the dissolution of Mg(O2)2* corresponding to step 7 to 6. The multi-step reaction increases the 
discharge voltage to Udis = 1.31 V and reduces the charging voltage to Uchg = 4.04 V. These 
voltages correspond to an approximately 0.4-0.6 V improvement over the single–step pathway, 
and are reflected in an increase in the efficiency from 20% to 33%, Table 3.2.  The trend of higher 
efficiency for the multi-step pathway on the MgO2 (100) surface mimics what was observed 
previously on MgO (100). The similarity of these results suggest that reaction pathways involving 
intermediate charge states may in general be more efficient for ORR and OER in metal/oxygen 
batteries.57,70,71,86 
3.3.3.5 MgO2 Superoxide-Terminated Surface  
Our discussion has thus far focused on reactions occurring on stoichiometric surfaces.  We now 
shift attention to pathways on the oxygen-rich (111) ‘Orich-1’ and (100) ‘Orich-3’ surfaces, which 
are expected to appear on the surfaces of MgO2 crystallites (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4), as they are the 
most stable terminations overall. As previously described, these surfaces contain superoxide 
moieties on the surface layer. Reaction energies for the Orich-1 surface were evaluated using a 
2´1 expansion of the primitive surface cell. In this geometry each surface layer contains 8 formula 
units of MgO2.  
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The reaction pathway for discharge/charge on the Orich-1 surface is shown in Figure 3.8 
for the single-step mechanism of Eq. 3-18. The calculated limiting potentials on this surface are 
significantly closer to the theoretical cell voltage than for any of the foregoing systems:  Udis = 
2.61 V and Uchg  = 3.25 V, Table 2. These potentials occur at reaction step 4®5 for discharge and 
at step 6®5 for charging. Indeed, this reaction pathway is nearly ideal, as suggested by its 
approximately flat profile in Figure 3.8 (cf. black dashed line in Figure 6). These potentials yield 
a round-trip efficiency of 80%.  
 
Figure 3.7. Calculated free energy diagram for discharge and charging of an Mg/O2 cell, assuming 
that all reactions occur on the stoichiometric MgO2 (100) surface. Black lines refer to the single 
step pathway, Eq. 18; blue lines refer to the multi-step pathway, Eqns. 19a-b. Energies are plotted 
assuming the application of a potential, U, equal to the theoretical cell potential, U = U0. 
The limiting potentials for pathways on the stoichiometric MgO and MgO2 surfaces 
discussed earlier largely arise from terrace-based reactions. Due to their high concentration, terrace 
sites likely comprise the majority of sites accessed at the high current densities required for 
automotive applications.56,59 Restricting our analysis of the Orich-1 surface only to terrace-site 
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reactions results in a further reduction in overvoltages [0.18 (0.07) V for discharge (charge), Table 
3-2], and a correspondingly higher efficiency of 92%.  
Reaction energies on the (100) Orich-3 superoxide surface were also evaluated using the 
single-step mechanism of Eq. 3-18, and are shown in Figure 3-8. Similar to the Orich-1 surface, 
the calculated limiting potentials are close to the theoretical cell voltage: Udis = 2.63 V and Uchg = 
3.29 V, resulting in a high round-trip efficiency of 80%. The limiting potential for discharge occurs 
from step 2®3, while the limiting potential for charge occurs from step 7®6. Restricting the 
analysis to terrace sites, we find that discharge is expected at a slightly higher potential, Udis = 2.83 
V, while the charging potential is mostly unchanged, Uchg = 3.27 V. These potentials yield a 
slightly higher round-trip efficiency of 87%, with low overvoltages of 0.11 and 0.33 V, Table 3.2. 
3.4 Discussion  
We note that the favorable electrochemistry on both of the superoxide-terminated surfaces occurs 
for a single-step reaction mechanism, Eq. 3-18. This may seem counter-intuitive given that our 
earlier calculations on the stoichiometric surfaces of MgO and MgO2 suggested that intermediate-
containing pathways (Eq. 3-12 and 3-19, respectively) exhibit more favorable thermodynamics 
than single-step pathways. In fact, the superoxide surfaces appear to be a special case of this rule, 
which emerges from the distinct nature of their surface charge state relative to the bulk. In support 
of this hypothesis we recall that oxygen dimers in the bulk regions of these slabs exhibit a peroxide-
like charge state, as determined by a Bader charge and bond-length analysis; on the other hand, 
the surface dimers exist in a superoxide-like state. Analysis of changes to the charge state of the 
slab before and after an elementary discharge step reveal that the 2e- transferred according to Eq. 
3-18 are split between an existing surface O2, reducing it into a peroxide, and the newly-adsorbed 
O2, which is a superoxide. Thus, the net amount of bulk peroxide increases, while maintaining the 
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superoxide surface layer. In contrast to the multi-step reactions (Eq. 3-12 & 3-19), where a separate 
step is devoted to the formation of a (less-reduced) intermediate species, here the less-reduced 
superoxide surface moieties can be considered as a permanently-present intermediate species. In 
other words, the slab’s superoxide surface layer serves as a “built-in” intermediate. 
 
Figure 3.8. Calculated free energy diagram for discharge and charging of an Mg/O2 cell, for single-
step reactions (Eq. 18) occurring on the oxygen rich MgO2 (111) ‘Orich-1’ (black curve) and MgO2 
(100) ‘Orich-3’ (blue curve) surfaces. Energies are plotted assuming the application of a potential, 
U, equal to the theoretical cell potential, U = U0. (Note that the maximum value for the ordinate 
(3.5 eV) used in this plot is half the value used in Figs. 3.6 & 3.7.) 
Our calculations suggest that discharge/charge reactions are much more efficient when they 
occur on the superoxide-terminated, oxygen-rich surfaces of MgO2 than when they occur on 
stoichiometric surfaces, regardless of whether the latter belong to an oxide (MgO) or peroxide 
(MgO2) discharge product. Recent experiments on Mg/O2 batteries support this assertion: high 
overpotentials were observed in MgO-based cells,11,12 whereas lower overpotentials and higher 
rechargeability were reported for a cell having a mixed MgO/MgO2 discharge product.13 
For the superoxide-terminated surfaces overvoltages are approximately 0.3 V or smaller, 
while for stoichiometric surfaces values in excess of 1 V are typical. This trend is consistent with 
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the behavior of metal oxygen batteries that discharge to superoxides, such as those based on 
potassium87 and sodium anodes.46,88 These superoxide-based cells exhibit much lower 
overvoltages than those that discharge to a peroxide.88,89 It has been suggested46,87 that the greater 
reversibility of the superoxide systems can be traced to more efficient reduction and oxidation of 
oxygen. In superoxide-based cells these processes occur via a single electron transfer (O2+Na++1e-
«NaO2), whereas two electrons must be exchanged for a peroxide product (O2+2Na++2e-
«Na2O2). These experimental observations, in combination with the present calculations, suggest 
that the precipitation/dissolution of superoxide-based discharge products – be they stoichiometric 
superoxides, or superoxide-terminated peroxides – should be intrinsically more efficient than the 
cycling of stoichiometric peroxide- or oxide-based discharge products.  
As previously mentioned, our calculations find that intermediate-containing reaction 
pathways are favored as they generally maximize discharge voltages and lower charging voltages. 
This observation is consistent with the thermodynamic theory of multi-electron transfer reactions. 
As described by Koper,82 and based on Marcus theory, the simultaneous transfer of two electrons 
– which could in principle occur during the reduction of oxygen upon formation of an MgO 
discharge product – requires an activation energy which is four times larger than that needed for a 
single electron transfer. Consequently, a series of sequential, single electron transfers is expected 
to present a more energetically favorable pathway for such a reaction. The latter mechanism can 
be realized by temporarily “storing” charge from the first single electron transfer in an intermediate 
species, such as MgO2, wherein oxygen is less reduced than in the final MgO product. A second 
single electron transfer subsequently converts MgO2 to MgO.  A similar pathway is proposed for 
cells that discharge to MgO2, except that magnesium superoxide, Mg(O2)2, now serves as the 
intermediate. 
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It should be noted that the preceding description is based on kinetics, while the present 
study is based solely on a thermodynamic analysis of reaction energies.  A link between 
thermodynamics and kinetics is provided by the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relationship,90 which 
correlates the energy of reaction with the activation energy for that reaction. Hence, our 
(thermodynamic) observation that reaction pathways containing less-reduced intermediate species 
are favored is consistent with the system avoiding pathways that exhibit high activation energies 
that can arise from unfavorable simultaneous multi-electron transfers. Several studies have noted 
the presence or importance of intermediate species in reactions occurring in metal-oxygen 
batteries,70,86 or in other contexts. 78,81,83,84 
Finally, it is instructive to compare the present results for an Mg/O2 cell to studies on the 
Li/O2 system.54–56,85,91 A recent report by Viswanathan et al.56 calculated overvoltages for terrace 
site reactions on the Li2O2 discharge product of 0.35 & 0.68 V for discharge, and 0.2 & 0.4 V for 
charging, Table 3.2. These values are slightly larger than the overvoltages calculated here for the 
oxygen-rich surfaces of MgO2, which range from 0.11 to 0.18 V for discharge and 0.07 to 0.33 V 
for charging. Based on thermodynamics alone, this implies that an Mg/O2 cell that discharges to 
MgO2 could be more efficient than a Li/O2 cell. 
3.5 Conclusions 
A rechargeable battery based on an Mg/O2 couple presents an attractive chemistry due to its high 
theoretical energy density and potential for low cost. Nevertheless, few experimental studies of 
this system exist, and in all cases these studies report performance that is far from the ideal: high 
overpotentials and limited cycleability are commonly observed in Mg/O2 cells. In addition, many 
fundamental aspects of this system remain poorly understood, such as the reaction mechanisms 
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associated with discharge and charge. Lacking this understanding, improvements to Mg/O2 
batteries will be limited to approaches based on trial-and-error.  
To accelerate the development of Mg/O2 batteries, the present study employs Density 
Functional Theory calculations to characterize discharge/charge mechanisms on the surfaces of 
plausible Mg/O2 battery discharge products, MgO and MgO2. These compounds have similar 
formation energies, and recent experiments have shown that both can be present following 
discharge of an Mg/O2 cell.13 Thermodynamic limiting potentials for charge and discharge were 
calculated for several scenarios, including variations in surface stoichiometry and the 
presence/absence of intermediate species in the reaction pathway.  
Based on these calculations we conclude that: (i.) Reaction pathways that include (less-
reduced) oxygen intermediates are more efficient than those that do not. These intermediate-
containing pathways generally maximize discharge voltages and lower charging voltages. This 
conclusion is consistent with the thermodynamic theory of multi-electron transfer reactions.82 (ii.) 
Due to the presence of large thermodynamic overvoltages, cells that discharge to MgO are 
expected to exhibit intrinsically poor performance. The calculated discharge/charge voltages of 
1.15/~4.0 V are consistent with recent experiments,11,12  which show that MgO-based cells exhibit 
low round-trip efficiencies. (iii.) In contrast, MgO2-based cells are predicted to be much more 
efficient: the superoxide-terminated facets of MgO2 crystallites allow for high discharge/low 
charging voltages, resulting in round-trip efficiencies approaching 90%. The possibility for 
improved performance in MgO2-based cells is supported by a recent experiment which observed 
higher discharge voltages in a cell having a mixed MgO/MgO2 discharge product.13  
In turn, these observations suggest the following design directions for Mg/O2 batteries: (i.) 
Maximum energy density can theoretically be achieved with a cell that reversibly cycles MgO. 
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However, surface-mediated reactions on MgO are shown by the present calculations to be highly 
inefficient, and should be avoided. Consequently, for an MgO-based cell to be viable a liquid-
phase reaction pathway, likely in combination with a redox mediator, is preferred. Whether this 
pathway can be realized at high current densities – where many metal/O2 systems transition to a 
surface-mediated mechanism/film-like morphology – remains an open question. (ii.) An 
alternative strategy is to bias the discharge so as to produce MgO2 rather than MgO. As described 
above, surface-mediated reactions on the former compound are suggested by our calculations to 
be much more efficient than those on the latter. Increasing the oxygen pressure and/or reducing 
the temperature of the cell during operation could achieve such an outcome. The relative stability 
of MgO2 vs. MgO could also be tuned by varying the composition of the electrolyte or the cathode 
support. Additional study is needed to examine the effectiveness of these strategies. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Intrinsic Conductivity in Magnesium-Oxygen Battery 
Discharge Products 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Due to the nearly identical formation energies of magnesium oxide, ΔGf0(MgO) = -568.9 kJ/mol,44 
and magnesium peroxide, ΔGf0(MgO2) = -567.8 kJ/mol,92 both compounds may be expected to 
participate in the cycling of non-aqueous Mg/O2 cells. By analogy with Li-air cells that reversibly 
cycle Li2O2, these MgOx compounds could appear as a solid discharge product within the cathode 
during discharge, and subsequently decompose during charging, according to 
Mg,¨ + 2eª + 12O, ⇌ MgO, 		Uw = 2.95	V		 (4-1) Mg,¨ + 2eª + O, ⇌ MgO,, 		Uw = 2.94	V. (4-2) 
Mg/O2 batteries using non-aqueous electrolytes have recently been reported.11–13,93 In the 
experiments performed by Shiga et al. it was concluded that the discharge product was MgO; 
furthermore, it was demonstrated that MgO was not rechargeable at moderate voltages unless a 
redox mediator was present.11,12 In a later study employing a different electrolyte, Vardar et al. 
found the discharge product to comprise a mixture of MgO and MgO2, with the peroxide 
component exhibiting more facile decomposition during recharge.13 In agreement with these 
experimental observations, ab initio calculations of the theoretical limiting voltage in Mg/O2 
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batteries predicted low voltaic efficiency (~30%) for cells that cycle MgO. In contrast, cells that 
discharge to MgO2 were predicted to achieve much higher efficiencies, up to approximately 90%.92  
To realize high energy densities it is desirable to maximize the quantity of the MgOx 
discharge product formed within the cathode (i.e., maximize discharge capacity). Unfortunately, 
maximizing capacity is likely at odds with achieving efficient battery operation, as “sudden death” 
and high charging voltages in analogous Li/O2 batteries have both been attributed to the insulating 
nature of the discharge product.1,39,94–100 In these systems lithium peroxide (Li2O2) forms on the 
cathode during discharge, impeding charge migration from the cathode support to the 
electrolyte/Li2O2 interface. One may speculate that sluggish charge transport through the discharge 
product is a universal limitation that must be circumvented to cycle any metal-oxygen battery at 
high capacity, regardless of the anode composition. These considerations suggest that 
understanding transport mechanisms in metal-oxygen compounds – including oxides, peroxides, 
and superoxides – is a prerequisite for the rational design of efficient metal-air batteries.  
In the case of MgO, most experimental measurements of transport have been conducted at 
temperatures exceeding 1000 K.101–112 Of course, for battery applications it is the low-temperature 
conductivity that is most relevant. The paucity of measurements near room temperature is 
presumably due to difficulties associated with measuring the (very low) conductivity of nominally-
insulating MgO. These measurements are further compounded by the presence of impurities, 
variations in sample preparation, and sensitivity to the temperature history of the sample, the latter 
being indicative of a failure to achieve equilibrium at low temperatures.103,104 
Despite these complications, clear trends in the experimental data for MgO have emerged. 
Most notable amongst these is the observation of three distinct “Arrhenius branches” associated 
with the conductivity as a function of temperature.113 The conductivity is conventionally described 
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in terms of the Arrhenius energy, W, according to the expression 𝜎 = 𝜎w exp(−𝑊 𝑘Ý𝑇⁄ ). Here W 
is the sum (Ef + Eb) of the formation and migration energies of a particular charge carrier. 
Unusually, the conductivity data for MgO exhibits three distinct W values of approximately 2.4, 
1, and 0.2 eV.101,103,104,113 These differing values suggest the transport mechanism in MgO varies 
as a function of temperature. Although speculation regarding the different mechanisms has been 
offered,104,113–115 little direct evidence exists. 
Transport in MgO has also been studied using a variety of computational methods. These 
studies typically focus on intrinsic ionic (point) defects such as vacancy-interstitial pairs (i.e., 
Frenkel defects) or vacancies involving both cations and anions (i.e., Schottky defects). Early 
calculations from Catlow116 and Mackrodt117,118 using model potentials found that the formation 
energies  were large for both Schottky (~7 eV) and Frenkel (~12−15 eV) defects, precluding any 
sizeable concentration. Subsequent studies119–129 have reaffirmed these high formation energies 
using more sophisticated methods that range from first-principles DFT122,127–129 to quantum Monte 
Carlo.125 In contrast to the large number of studies on Schottky and Frenkel defects in MgO, little 
effort has been devoted to characterizing electronic carriers such as polarons.  
Although a large number of studies have been conducted on MgO, charge transport in 
alkaline earth peroxides such as MgO2 is essentially unexplored. This also differs from the 
situation for alkali metal peroxides and superoxides, such as Li2O2, sodium peroxide (Na2O2), and 
sodium superoxide (NaO2),94,95,130–139 for which a number of studies have recently appeared. In the 
case of Li2O2, experiments and calculations agree on the identity of the charge carriers as negative 
Li vacancies and positive hole polarons, although there is some discrepancy in the magnitude of 
the conductivity.95,134 Calculations on these compounds predict low electronic conductivities in 
the range of approximately 10-20 to 10-19 S/cm.95,138 Likewise, ionic conductivity was also predicted 
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to be low in the peroxides – 10-19 S/cm in Li2O2 and Na2O2 – and several orders of magnitude 
higher, 10-10 S/cm, for the superoxide NaO2.95,138 Regarding experiments, the electrical 
conductivity of Li2O2 at 100 °C was measured at 10-12 to 10-11 S/cm.134 Measurements on the alkali-
metal superoxides (KO2, RbO2, and CsO2) reported values in the same range as for Li2O2.139 The 
difference between theory and experiment can arise from the presence of impurities or from non-
equilibrium defect concentrations.140–142 The latter effect results in higher-than-expected 
concentrations at low temperatures, due to the freeze-in of defects upon cooling of the sample.141 
To put these values in context, the electrical conductivity of common Li-ion cathode materials fall 
in the range of 10-5 to 10-9 S/cm.143 
In the present Chapter ab initio calculations at the hybrid level of theory and beyond (GW 
method) are employed to identify the concentrations and mobilities of intrinsic (point) defects in 
MgO and MgO2. In so doing, we shed light on potential performance limitations in Mg/O2 batteries 
arising from sluggish transport through these phases. In addition, a comparison between our 
calculations and the experimental literature allow us to clarify the elusive conduction mechanisms 
associated with the three Arrhenius branches observed for MgO. Formation energies and 
concentrations are calculated for several varieties of vacancies, interstitials, and polarons. 
Subsequently, the mobility of the dominant (i.e., highest-concentration) defects are calculated with 
the nudged elastic band method.144–146 The resulting conductivity data are compared to that of the 
discharge products of other metal-oxygen systems, namely Li/O2 and Na/O2.  
Many-body perturbation theory calculations performed at the GW level of theory reveal 
MgO and MgO2 to be insulators with large bandgaps approaching 8 eV. For MgO we find the 
dominant point defects to be hole polarons localized on the oxygen sub-lattice, and negative Mg 
vacancies (VMg2-) with a formal charge of -2 The formation energy for both defects is high, 2.2 eV, 
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indicative of low concentrations. The calculated mobility of VMg2-, 4 × 10-38 cm2/Vs, is very low, 
but in excellent agreement with experimental data, 1.5 × 10-37 cm2/Vs.111 In contrast, the mobility 
of hole polarons is much higher, 6 × 10-3 cm2/Vs. In the case of MgO2, electronic charge carriers 
alone – electron and hole polarons – are the most prevalent. Similar to MgO, the absolute 
concentration of carriers in MgO2 is low, and moderate-to-poor mobility further limits 
conductivity.  
Our calculations indicate that at room temperature the equilibrium conductivity for both 
MgO and MgO2 is low (~10-36 S/cm), even when compared to that of other insulating metal/O2 
discharge products such as Li2O2 and NaO2. Consequently, sluggish charge transport will limit the 
performance of Mg/O2 batteries by restricting the effective thicknesses, and thus the amount of 
discharge product formed (i.e., capacity), during discharge. Nevertheless, the observation of 
moderate-to-high mobility for hole polarons in both compounds suggests a strategy for improving 
battery performance: artificially enhancing the hole polaron concentration via introduction of 
monovalent dopants. 
4.2 Methodology 
Defect formation energy and mobility calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio 
simulation package (VASP code).60–63 Blochl’s projector augmented wave (PAW) method65 was 
used to treat core-valence electron interactions, with valence states of 3s adopted for magnesium 
and 2s2p for oxygen. Many-body perturbation theory (GW method) was used to predict the 
bandgap of MgO and MgO2.147,148 The screened hybrid functional expressed with the formulation 
of Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE)149,150 was used with the fraction of exact exchange tuned (α = 
0.42) to reproduce the bandgap from GW calculations. Finite-size energy corrections for charged 
systems were included via the Makov-Payne method.151,152 The dielectric constants of MgO and 
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MgO2 were calculated using density functional perturbation theory;153 values of 10.7 and 6.8 were 
obtained, respectively. The calculated value for MgO is in good agreement with the experimental 
dielectric constant, which falls in the range of 9 to 10.115 To our knowledge the dielectric constant 
of MgO2 has not been reported.  
For calculations involving conventional (bulk) unit cells the Brillouin zone was sampled 
with a Gamma-centered k-point mesh of density 4 × 4 × 4 for oxides/peroxides, and 16 × 16 × 16 
for Mg. Conventional cells were expanded into a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell for defect and mobility 
calculations on MgO and MgO2. In these cases k-point sampling was performed only at the Gamma 
point. The plane-wave cutoff energy was set to 400 eV; all atoms positions were relaxed until the 
forces were less than 0.04 eV/Å. The convergence criterion for electronic self-consistency was set 
to 10-6 eV. All calculations were spin polarized to account for the un-paired electron configurations 
preferred by some defects. 
The formation energy, Ef, of a point defect X in charge state q was calculated according to 
the following equation: 
(4-3)	
Here E0 represents the energy of a defect-free cell, ni and µi denote the number and chemical 
potential of a species i that has been added to or removed from the cell in the course of creating 
the defect, εf is the Fermi level (referenced to the valence band maximum), and EMPI is the Makov-
Payne correction for charged systems.151,152 Composite defects comprising more than a single point 
defect can also be studied with this formalism.  For example, the formation energy of a Schottky 
defect can be evaluated by taking the sum of the energies required to form a stoichiometric defect 
involving vacancies on both cation and anion sites. Similarly, a Frenkel defect is evaluated as the 
sum of formation energies for a vacancy and an interstitial.  
 
E f X
q( )= E X q( )−E0 − niµi +qε f +EMPI
i
∑
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The chemical potential of magnesium was determined using the calculated energy, g of 
MgOx (x = 1, 2) and the chemical potential of oxygen gas (µO2), . Following 
earlier studies, corrections based on the experimental formation enthalpies were applied to both 
compounds to account for the combined effects of overbinding within O2 gas and for oxidation 
state errors in the solid phase.92,154 
The equilibrium concentration c of a defect can be expressed as , where N 
is the number of (symmetry-equivalent) available defect sites per unit volume, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant, and T is the absolute temperature.155 The mobility of a defect, defined as µ, is expressed 
as:156 
(4-4)	
where v is the attempt frequency (1013 s-1) for migration,157 q is the charge on the defect, a is the 
distance between neighboring defect sites, and Eb is the migration barrier. The total conductivity 
is expressed as a sum of the product of concentration and mobility contributions from all charge 
carriers i: 
(4-5) 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Lattice Geometry  
MgO adopts the rocksalt structure with an experimental lattice constant of a = 4.21 Å.67 
Vannerburg reported that MgO2 crystallizes in the cubic pyrite structure with a lattice constant of 
a = 4.84 Å.47 These crystal structures are illustrated in Figure 4.1. Our calculations employing the 
PBE-GGA functional result in a slight over-prediction of the lattice constants: 4.24 Å for MgO 
 µMg = g MgOx − x 2( )µO2
 c = N exp(−E f kBT)
 
µ = νqa
2
kBT
exp(−Eb kBT),
 σ = qi ciµi .∑
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and 4.88 Å for MgO2.92 On the other hand, the HSE06 functional slightly under-predicts the lattice 
constants: 4.19 Å and 4.78 Å, respectively. Consequently, we adopted the experimental lattice 
constants, which fall between our GGA and HSE values, for subsequent GW and defect 
calculations.158 
 
Figure 4.1. Crystal structure of MgO and MgO2. Magnesium ions are octahedrally coordinated by 
oxygen ions in MgO, and by oxygen dimers in MgO2. Red spheres represent oxygen atoms, yellow 
spheres are magnesium, and the oxygen octahedron is shown in gray. 
4.3.2 Bandgaps 
The bandgaps of MgO and MgO2 were calculated using five different levels of theory: GGA, 
HSEα, non-self-consistent GW (G0W0), partially self-consistent GW (GW0), and self-consistent 
GW (GW) methods. The GW-based methods used the GGA wavefunctions as input. The 
calculated bandgaps are summarized in Table 4.1. The GW0 method has been shown to best 
describe the band gap of semiconductors and insulators.158 Our calculated GW0 value of 7.5 eV 
for MgO closely matches that of an earlier GW study (7.7 eV),158  as well as the experimental band 
gap of ~7.8 eV.159 Our calculations indicate that MgO has a direct band gap at Γ, while MgO2 has 
an indirect band gap. All levels of theory except the GGA predict a slightly larger bandgap for 
MgO2 compared to MgO. Based on the GW calculations, the HSE functional was tuned to 
reproduce the bandgaps by mixing a fraction (α = 0.42) of exact exchange with semi-local 
exchange, resulting in HSEα bandgaps of 7.8 eV and 7.9 eV for MgO and MgO2, respectively.  
MgO MgO2
Figure	1.	
MgO MgO2
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Table 4.1. Calculated band gap for MgO and MgO2 from different levels of theory. Experimental 
optical band gaps of MgO.159,160 
 Bandgap (eV) 
 GGA HSEα GGA+ 
G0W0 
GGA+ 
GW0 
GW Expt. 
MgO  4.5 7.8 7.1 7.5 8.2 7.4, 7.69 7.7, 7.8 
MgO (Ref. 158) − − 7.3 7.7 8.5 − 
MgO2 3.9 7.9 7.5 8.2 9.1 − 
 
4.3.3 Defect Concentrations 
Figure 4.2 shows the formation energies of 51 intrinsic defects evaluated as a function of the Fermi 
level for MgO and MgO2. Five distinct charge states (-2, -1, 0, +1, and +2) were considered, with 
specific defect types including magnesium vacancies (blue lines), magnesium interstitials (blue 
dashed lines), oxygen vacancies (red lines), oxygen interstitials (red dashed lines), and di-oxygen 
vacancies (green lines); hole and electron polarons are shown in black. The slope of each line 
corresponds to charge state of that defect. 
The vertical dashed line in Figure 4.2 indicates the position of the Fermi level. Under 
equilibrium conditions the Fermi level is set by the condition of charge neutrality, . This 
condition places the Fermi level somewhat below the center of the band gap, or 2.48 eV above the 
valence band maximum (VBM) for MgO and 2.69 eV above the VBM for MgO2.  
Figure 4.2a shows the formation energies for intrinsic defects in MgO.  The defects having 
the lowest formation energies are the hole polaron (p+) and magnesium vacancy (VMg2−). The 
formation energies for these defects is high, 2.23 eV, resulting in low equilibrium concentrations 
for both defects of approximately 1 × 10−15 cm-3. For comparison, this is many orders of magnitude 
less than the intrinsic carrier concentration of silicon (~1010 cm-3),161 and for Li2O2 and Na2O2 
 qici = 0∑
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(~107 cm-3).95,138 The defect with the next-lowest formation energy is the neutral oxygen interstitial 
at 2.3 eV. 
 
Figure 4.2. Formation energies of intrinsic defects in (a) MgO and (b) MgO2 calculated using the 
HSEα functional. Magnesium vacancies (VMg) are depicted using blue lines, magnesium 
interstitials (Mgi) with blue dashed lines, oxygen vacancies (VO) with red lines, oxygen interstitials 
(Oi) red dashed lines, and oxygen di-vacancies (VO2) with green lines. Hole and electron polarons 
are shown in black. The slope of each line corresponds to its respective charge state; values of -2, 
-1, 0, +1, and +2 were considered. The dashed line indicates the position of the Fermi level. 
A polaron consists of a localized charge (electron or hole) and an induced local lattice 
distortion (i.e., polarization) in the crystal. In MgO O2− anions are octahedrally coordinated by 
Mg2+ cations with an oxygen-Mg distance of 2.1 Å. The absence of one electron on an oxygen site 
results in the formation of a hole polaron (p+). The resulting oxygen ion has an electronic 
configuration of 2s22p5, a formal charge O1−, and hosts an unpaired electron.  
The magnetization density of MgO in the vicinity of a hole polaron is illustrated in Figure 
4.3a. The density isosurface has a shape consistent with that of an oxygen 2p-orbital, and is aligned 
along the direction where the Mg ions are furthest from the hole (d = 2.25 Å). The oxygen-Mg 
distance along the other two directions is elongated to a smaller degree, d = 2.18 Å, but is still 
larger than the bulk Mg-O nearest-neighbor distance (2.1 Å). The general elongation of these 
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bonds relative to bulk is consistent with a weaker electrostatic interaction between the Mg2+ 
sublattice and the less-negatively-charged O1- (resulting from the presence of p+). We note that the 
hole polaron forms only from a starting configuration wherein the symmetry of the MgO crystal 
is broken along one of the O-Mg bond directions. Without this distortion, the charge density 
relaxes to a local minimum in which the hole is delocalized.  The stabilization energy for p+, 
defined as the energy difference between the localized and delocalized state, is -0.24 eV. Although 
hole polarons can be localized on oxygen sites in MgO, we were unable to localize electrons on 
Mg cations. 
 
Figure 4.3. Magnetization density for (a) hole polaron in MgO, (b) hole polaron in MgO2, and (c) 
electron polaron in MgO2. The iso-surface is plotted at 0.01 e/Å3. The numbers in the figure 
indicate bond length in Å. The oxygen to Mg bond distance in bulk is 2.1 Å for both MgO and 
MgO2. 
Our prediction that doubly negative Mg vacancies, VMg2−, and holes, p+, comprise the 
dominant defects in MgO is consistent with experiments.113–115,162 For example, magnetic 
susceptibility measurements indicate the presence of paramagnetic species in MgO,114 a feature 
which could be explained by a non-zero concentration of p+. Also, abrupt changes in the magnetic 
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properties, charge distribution, and conductivity in MgO with respect to temperature were 
attributed to holes localized on the oxygen sub-lattice that are formed upon dissociation of a so-
called “peroxy defect.”162 This composite defect is comprised of a peroxide ion (O22−) and VMg2−, 
and is therefore neutral and non-magnetic. Its formation energy is shown in Figure 4.2a as (p2+ 
VMg2−). 
Other defects of relevance in MgO include Schottky (a vacancy pair on anion and cation 
sublattices) and Frenkel (a vacancy-interstitial pair) defects, which are often present in ionic 
materials;156 the formation energies of these composite defects are summarized in Table 4.2. 
Cation and anion Frenkel defects have a calculated formation energy of 10.1 and 13.8 eV, 
respectively, similar in magnitude to the result obtained by Mackrodt118 (11.9 and 15.2 eV) using 
interatomic potentials. Regarding Schottky defects, experimental measurements of the formation 
energy range from 5 to 7 eV.163 Table 2 shows our calculated Schottky defect formation energy, 
6.91 eV, and compares with prior calculations and experiments. Our value falls near the middle of 
the range of calculated values,116,117,126–129,118–125 which span 5.1 to 8.8 eV.  A recent study121 
compared the calculated Schottky defect formation energies in MgO, as evaluated using the LDA, 
GGA, Hartree Fock theory, and many electron perturbation theory. They concluded that the 
formation energy was within the range of 6.9 to 7.22 eV, in good agreement with our value.  To 
our knowledge the present calculations are the first to employ a tuned hybrid functional (HSEα) 
to evaluate defect formation energies in MgO. 
Figure 4.2b shows the formation energies of intrinsic defects in MgO2. The defect with the 
lowest formation energy overall is the neutral oxygen vacancy. However, since this is a neutral 
species a contribution to charge transport is not expected. The dominant charged defects are hole 
(p+) and electron polarons (p−). The formation energies of both defects is 1.82 eV, and their 
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concentrations are 6 × 10-9 cm-3. The prediction that both charged defects in MgO2 are electronic 
in nature (rather than ionic) differs from the behavior of Li- and Na-peroxide, where the lowest-
energy carriers are hole polarons and negatively charged vacancies on the metal sublattice.  In 
contrast to these other peroxides, the formation energy of a Mg cation vacancy in MgO2 (assuming 
it is charge-compensated by a hole polaron) is high, 2.18 eV. An additional feature distinguishing 
MgO2 from the alkali-metal peroxides is its relatively high formation energies: the most populous 
carriers in MgO2 have formation energies (1.82 eV) that are approximately double those reported 
for Na2O2 and Li2O2.95,138 
Table 4.2. Formation energies and migration barriers for various defects in MgO and MgO2. 
Schottky and Frenkel defects are comprised of a pair of point defects; their formation energies are 
reported on a per pair basis. Experimental data appears in brackets. 
 Formation Energy (Ef)  Migration Barrier (Eb) 
 Schottky Cation Frenkel Anion Frenkel Selected  Point Defects 
 Polaron  VMg2- 
MgO (This study) 6.91  10.05 13.8 2.23 (VMg2-or p+)  0.11 (p+) 2.20 
MgO (Prior studies) 7.5-7.9a, 7.5b, 7.72c, 
8.2d, 6.88e, 7.53f, 
8.44g, 7.5h, 6.0j, 8.8j, 
5.79k, 5.05l, 7.22m [5-
7163] 
11.9b, 12.43c, 
13.35g, 14.1h, 
10.3j, 14.1j, 10.41l 
15.2b, 12.33c, 
13.81g, 13.57i, 
12.2j, 13.6j, 
13.32l 
−  − 1.9-2.2a, 2.16b, 
2.07c, 1.93f, 
2.08g, 2.10k, 
[2.28111] 
MgO2 (This study) 8.33 9.78 δ10.24, Δ 12.16 1.82 (p+or p−)  0.56 (p+), 
1.76 (p−) 
− 
aCatlow et al. (1976)116  eDe Vita et al. (1992)122  iUberuaga et. (2005)126 mGrunies (2015)121  
bMackrodt et al. (1979)118  fVocadlo et al. (1995)123  jGilbert et al. (2007)127   
cSangster et al. (1981)119  gBusker et al. (2000)124  kRunevall et al. (2011)128  
dGrimes et al. (1990)120  hAlfe et al. (2005)125   lMulroue et al.(2011)129  
,  
 
In MgO2, oxygen dimers have a formal charge of 2−, i.e., O22−, and are octahedrally 
coordinated by Mg2+ ions. The hole and electron polarons are localized on these dimers. p+ is 
formed by removing an electron from the dimer, resulting a half-filled π* molecular orbital with 
superoxide-like character.  This orbital is illustrated using magnetization density isosurfaces in 
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Figure 4.3b. The shortened O-O bond distance of 1.3 Å in the presence of p+ is consistent with the 
bond length in magnesium superoxide.48 In addition, the neighboring Mg ions closest to the p+ 
slightly increase their distance to the dimer to 2.25 Å. All bond lengths beyond the nearest neighbor 
bonds are similar to those in bulk MgO2, 2.1 Å. The stabilization energy for p+, is -0.84 eV. 
The electron polaron is formed by adding an electron to O22-, resulting in a half-filled σ* 
molecular orbital with a single, unpaired electron. The shape of the magnetization density for p−, 
shown in Figure 4.3c, also reflects this orbital topology.  The presence of p− increases the O-O 
bond length significantly, to 2.1 Å, compared to 1.45 Å in the bulk.  Similarly, formation of p− 
contracts the Mg-O nearest-neighbor bond distance from 2.1 to 1.95 Å. The stabilization energy 
for p−, is -3.4 eV. 
Regarding other defect types in MgO2, the formation energies for Schottky and Frenkel 
defects are displayed in Table 2. For Schottky defects, the anion is defined as the oxygen dimer 
(i.e. O22-) resulting in a vacancy pair of (VMg2−, VO22+). The formation energy of Frenkel defects 
involving cations was evaluated as the sum of a VMg2− and MgI2+. Two types of anion Frenkel 
defects were considered: (VO+, OI−) and (VO2+, OI2−).  As shown in Table 4.2, all of these defects 
have similar formation energies (~8−12 eV) to the analogous defects in MgO.  The extremely high 
formation energies of all Schottky and Frenkel defects considered suggest that they will not be 
present in meaningful concentrations, nor will they contribute significantly to charge transport.  
4.3.4 Electronic Structure.  
The density of states (DOS) for defect-free (pristine) MgO and MgO2 are shown in Figures 4e and 
4f, respectively. In both cases the DOS reflects the large bandgap of approximately 8 eV predicted 
by our GW calculations. Also, both compounds exhibit a valence band comprised of oxygen 2p 
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states. The conduction band character differs, however, with MgO exhibiting primarily Mg-based 
states, while in MgO2 the conduction band is comprised of s* orbitals on the peroxide units. 
 
Figure 4.4. Density of states (DOS) calculated with the HSEα functional (α = 0.42). [Left panel] 
(a) Hole polaron, (c) magnesium vacancy, and (e) pristine cell in MgO. [Right panel] (b) Hole 
polaron, (d) electron polaron, and (f) pristine cell in MgO2. The states above the mid-point 
horizontal axis are spin up, and the states below are spin down.  The energies are given with respect 
to the top of the valence band. 
Our discussion has thus far has used changes in bond lengths and magnetization densities 
to support the presence of polarons in MgO and MgO2. Additional evidence can be seen in the 
DOS. The hole polaron in MgO (Figure 4.4a) and in MgO2 (Figure 4.4b) introduces localized 
oxygen 2p states in the gap closest to the valence band maximum (VBM). These empty states 
emerge from the VBM upon removal of electrons from the oxygen p* orbital during hole creation. 
Similarly, the electron polaron in MgO2 (Figure 4.4d) introduces new 2p states near the conduction 
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band minimum, and also slightly alters the DOS just below the VBM. For comparison, the negative 
magnesium vacancy (VMg2−) in MgO is shown in Figure 4.4c. In this case the DOS is mostly 
unchanged, indicating that the extraction of a Mg2+ cation has relatively minor impact on the 
electronic structure. 
4.3.5 Mobility and Conductivity 
The migration barriers for the highest concentration defects in MgO and MgO2 were calculated 
using the nudged elastic band (NEB) method.144–146 Both compounds possess high-symmetry (i.e., 
isotropic) cubic crystal structures with only one symmetry-distinct pathway for defect migration 
between neighboring sites. As previously mentioned, in MgO the two dominant defects are the 
hole polaron (p+) and the negative Mg vacancy, VMg2-. The calculated minimum energy pathway 
for migration of VMg2- is shown in Figure 5c. This process is characterized by a high migration 
barrier, 2.2 eV, resulting in a low mobility of 4 × 10-38 cm2/Vs at room temperature. The diffusion 
coefficient of VMg2- is determined using the Nernst-Einstein equation, , yielding a value 
of 1 × 10-39 cm2/s, shown in Table 3. Previous computational studies of VMg2- migration have 
reported similar activation energies in the range of 1.9 to 2.2 eV. 116,118,123,124,128,164 These values 
are summarized in Table 2 and agree well with the present hybrid-functional-based calculations. 
Our calculated activation energy and mobility for VMg2- is also in good agreement with 
experimental measurements of Sempolinski and Kingery,111 who reported an activation energy of 
2.28 ± 0.2 eV and a mobility of 1.5 × 10-37 cm2/Vs at room temperature. 
 D = µkBT q
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Figure 4.5. Migration energy barriers of dominant defects calculated using the NEB method. (a) 
hole polaron and (c) magnesium vacancy (VMg2-) of MgO. (b) hole polaron of MgO2 and (d) 
electron polaron of MgO2. 
In contrast to the low mobility of VMg2-, hole polaron migration in MgO is relatively fast. 
Figure 4.5a plots the minimum energy pathway for p+ migration, revealing a low barrier of 0.11 
eV. Consequently, a moderately high mobility of 6.0 × 10-3 cm2/V⋅s is predicted, along with a 
diffusion coefficient of 1.5 × 10-4 cm2/s. For comparison, the mobility of holes in p-type silicon in 
the high doping regime is approximately 50 cm2/V⋅s.165 We are not aware of any prior calculations 
or measurements of polaron mobility in MgO.  
In MgO2 our calculations predict that the dominant defects are both electronic in nature: 
hole (p+) and electron (p-) polarons. The calculated migration barriers for these carriers are shown 
in Figure 4.5b and 5d, and demonstrate that the barrier for the migration of electron polarons is 
roughly three times higher (1.76 eV) than that for hole polarons, 0.56 eV. These barriers result in 
mobilities of 6 × 10-31 and 1 × 10-10 cm2/V⋅s, respectively. To place these values in context, in 
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Li2O2 Radin et al.95 reported in-plane and out-of-plane migration barriers for p+ of 0.42 and 0.71 
eV, respectively, using the HSEα functional. Garcia-Lastra et al.94 found comparable barriers for 
p+ of 0.39 and 0.48 eV using GGA+U. In contrast, much larger barriers were reported for migration 
of p−: 1.41 and 1.47 eV.  Additionally, the migration barrier for hole polaron hopping in Na2O2 
was reported as 0.47 eV (in plane) and 0.62 eV (out-of-plane).138 Taken together, these data 
suggest that in peroxides hole polarons are generally much more mobile than electron polarons, 
with the former exhibiting hopping barriers that are similar (~ 0.5 eV) regardless of peroxide 
composition, and approximately one third the size of p-. 
Mobilities, diffusion coefficients, and conductivity data for MgO and MgO2 are 
summarized in Table 4.3, along with data from the literature for other alkali metal peroxides and 
superoxides. Under equilibrium conditions, the conductivity arising from the migration of charged 
point defects is the product of the carrier’s charge, concentration, and mobility (Equation 4-5). At 
room temperature our calculations suggest extremely low conductivities for MgO and MgO2 of 
3×10-36 and 3×10-37 S/cm, respectively. The similar conductivity of these compounds reflects a 
tradeoff between the mobility and the concentration of the dominant carriers in these phases.  In 
MgO hole polarons are the dominant carriers; the p+ have high mobility but very low equilibrium 
concentrations. In MgO2 this trend is reversed: p+ remain the dominant carriers, but their mobility 
is now lower than in MgO, yet their concentrations are proportionally higher, resulting in 
approximately equal conductivities. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, it is non-trivial to achieve an “apples-to-apples” 
comparison between the calculated and measured conductivity in nominally-insulating compounds 
at ambient temperatures. These difficulties can be traced to the presence of impurities in the sample 
and/or the freeze-in of non-equilibrium defect concentrations characteristic of the elevated 
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temperatures at which the sample was prepared or conditioned.166,167 Contributions from the 
sample’s microstructure may also be important. All of these effects are ignored in typical single-
crystal calculations. 
Table 4.3. Calculated diffusion coefficient, mobility, and conductivity of dominant defects in MgO 
and MgO2. Data from literature for Li2O2, Na2O2, and NaO2 are included for comparison.95,138 
Compound Diffusion 
coefficient 
D (cm2/s) 
Mobility 
μ (cm2/Vs) 
Conductivity 
σ (S/cm) 
MgO (p+) 1 × 10-4 6 × 10-3 3 × 10-36 
MgO (VMg2-) 1 ×10-39 4 × 10-38 1 × 10-71 
MgO2 (p+) 4 × 10-12 1 × 10-10 3 × 10-37 
MgO2 (p-) 2 × 10-32 6 × 10-31 7 × 10-58 
Li2O2 (p+) 9 × 10-10 ~ 5 × 10-20 
Na2O2 (p+) ~ ~ 1 × 10-20 
NaO2 (p-) ~ ~ 1 × 10-19 
NaO2 (VO2+) 6 × 10-7 ~ 4 × 10-9 
 
Literature reports have confirmed difficulties in achieving reproducible conductivity 
values in MgO near room temperature (RT).101,104 These difficulties are presumably tied to the 
slow equilibration of charge-carrying defects.156,166,167 For other oxides, equilibrium is typically 
achieved above 400−800°C.140 Consequently, it is not unexpected that the measured RT 
conductivity of MgO of ~10-9 S/cm101 is significantly larger than our calculated equilibrium value 
of 10-36 S/cm.  We postulate that this discrepancy is an artifact of comparing a non-equilibrium 
measurement with an equilibrium calculation. As described below, this explanation is bolstered by 
the good agreement between experiments and calculations at high temperatures, where both 
systems are in equilibrium. 
In the case of MgO2, it appears that conductivity measurements have not been reported. 
Nevertheless, we expect trends similar to those discussed above for MgO to hold for MgO2, such 
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as a measured (non-equilibrium) conductivity that is larger than that predicted by calculations at 
RT. 
Of course, in a practical battery RT operation is preferred. The preceding discussion 
suggests that an equilibrium carrier concentration is unlikely to be achieved at this temperature. 
Consequently, our calculated RT conductivities should be interpreted as a lower bound to the 
behavior likely present in an electrochemical cell. In a realistic Mg/O2 cell there exist two 
additional, potentially significant contributions to the non-equilibrium nature of the carrier 
concentration. The first is the rapid growth of the MgO/MgO2 product during battery discharge. 
Fast discharge/growth rates should result in substantially higher defect concentrations. Second, as 
the growth of the discharge product occurs in an (impure) liquid electrolyte, impurities from the 
electrolyte may be incorporated into this product. 
These two effects suggest two strategies for improving Mg/O2 battery performance.  First, 
since discharging at a higher rate improves the conductivity of the discharge product, performance 
could in principle be improved by employing pack designs that employ a larger number of reduced-
capacity cells. (In these cells the effective discharge rate will be higher.) This assumes other losses 
due to higher-rate operation can be neglected.  
A potentially more promising strategy exploits the incorporation of species from the 
electrolyte into the discharge product during growth. By intentionally doping the discharge product 
one may increase the carrier concentration. This could be achieved by substitution of aliovalent 
dopants on Mg sites. For example, substitution with monovalent impurities such as Lithium168,169 
may increase the concentration of hole polarons, which our calculations predict are relatively 
mobile in both MgO and MgO2. Assuming one polaron is created for each monovalent dopant, 
then a doping concentration of 1012 cm-3 (1019 cm-3) would be needed to achieve a conductivity of 
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10-9 S/cm in MgO (MgO2). A similar strategy has been proposed to improve the performance of 
Li/O2 batteries.98  
4.3.6 Explanation for the Three Arrhenius Branches in the Temperature-History-
Dependent Conductivity of MgO 
Measurements of the conductivity of solids such as MgO are conventionally presented as 
Arrhenius plots of the log of conductivity (log σ) vs. inverse temperature (1/T). The slope of the 
Arrhenius plot is interpreted as the “Arrhenius energy,” W, which is the sum of the carrier 
migration barrier, Eb, as well as the carrier’s formation energy, Ef (W = Eb + Ef): 𝜎 = 𝜎w exp(−𝑊 𝑘Ý𝑇⁄ ) . (	4-6) 
Most experimental studies of conductivity in MgO focus on high temperatures above 
approximately 1000 K.101,102,112,104–111 Data in this region, summarized in Figure 6, are in broad 
agreement that the Arrhenius energy is approximately 2.4 eV. Studies below 1000 K101,104 noted 
that the conductivity was dependent on the temperature history of the sample; reproducible data 
could only be obtained during cooling after the sample was conditioned via heat treatment. At 
these low-to-moderate temperatures two other “Arrhenius branches” in the MgO conductivity data 
have been reported (Figure 4.6). These include a branch with a very low Arrhenius energy in the 
range of 0.15 to 0.25 eV,101,104 and a higher-energy branch with W = 1.0 eV.104 Although 
mechanisms responsible for these branches have been proposed, direct evidence linking the 
measured Arrhenius energies with the identities of specific charge carriers and their respective 
migration mechanisms does not exist. Below we propose transport mechanisms responsible for all 
three Arrhenius branches using the catalogue of formation and migration energies evaluated in the 
present study. Before doing so, we describe the concept of ‘frozen in’ defects in oxides. 
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As previously mentioned, the dearth of low-temperature conductivity data in MgO can 
presumably be attributed to difficulties achieving equilibrium at low temperatures. In practice, 
equilibrium within the crystal, and between the crystal and surrounding atmosphere, can be reliably 
obtained only at high temperatures.166 This is because equilibrium concentrations of ionic defects 
are established via the transport of ions over potentially long distances, and this transport is often 
possible only at high temperatures.  For example, the creation of a vacancy in the bulk region of a 
crystallite requires mass transport of ions to a ‘sink’ such as a surface, internal void, dislocation, 
or grain boundary. As a crystal cools from the temperature of preparation or from an intentional 
heat treatment, ionic defects quickly become less mobile and the time to achieve equilibrium 
increases. Consequently, defect concentrations representative of equilibrium at higher 
temperatures become ‘frozen in’ with respect to the time scale over which low-temperature 
measurements are performed. Below these temperatures it is commonly assumed that processes 
involving mass transport (i.e., ion migration) are likely to be frozen (i.e., non-equilibrated), while 
electronic processes such as electron transfer remain equilibrated.156,166,170  
As described in Table 2, our calculations predict that the predominant charge carriers in 
MgO are (doubly) negative Mg vacancies, VMg2-, and hole polarons, p+. These carriers have 
identical formation energies of 2.23 eV, but dramatically different activation energies for 
migration, Eb, of 2.20 and 0.11 eV, respectively. As shown by Equation 6, the conductivity will be 
dominated by the carrier having the smallest Arrhenius energy, W. For an MgO crystallite in 
equilibrium, our calculations predict W values of 4.43 eV for VMg2- and 2.34 eV for p+. If 
equilibrium is not attained, for example, due to rapid cooling resulting in a frozen-in concentration 
of carriers, then the formation energy contribution to the Arrhenius energy can be neglected. In 
this case only carrier mobilities contribute to the Arrhenius energy, i.e., W ≈ Eb. 
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Figure 4.6. Arrhenius plot of the conductivity of MgO, illustrating the three Arrhenius Branches 
reported in experiments: (red) high temperature (HT) branch, (blue) low temperature (LT) branch, 
and (grey) 1 eV branch.  
The conductivity of MgO at high temperatures predicted using the present calculations is 
shown in Figure 6 with a red line. This data is compared to experimental measurements in the 
same temperature range, whose spread is depicted using an orange oval.101,102,104–106,109 The 
agreement between the calculations and measurements is very good. At these high temperatures, 
we expect that thermal equilibrium is achieved for both p+ and VMg2-.  (The calculated diffusivity 
for VMg2-, the slower-diffusing of the two species, indicates that vacancies can traverse distances 
of approximately 1 µm at 1000 K over a 24-hour period. This distance should be sufficient to 
establish equilibrium concentrations under these conditions, as diffusing ions would be capable of 
reaching ion sinks.) Furthermore, the experimental Arrhenius energy, W=2.4 eV, is in remarkable 
agreement with the calculated value, W = 2.34 eV, assuming a hole-polaron-dominated conduction 
mechanism. These data indicate that the mechanism responsible for high temperature conductivity 
in MgO is the formation and migration of p+. In contrast, the large Arrhenius energy (W = 4.43 
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eV) for ionic conductivity due to VMg2- implies that vacancies have a negligible contribution to 
conductivity in this temperature range. 
The range of experimental data101,104 for the so-called low-temperature conductivity branch 
is shown in Figure 6 using a blue oval. These data were obtained by heating the sample to 
approximately 1000 K, and recording the conductivity during cooling. The Arrhenius energy was 
reported to fall in the range of 0.15 to 0.25 eV. This branch can be rationalized by assuming that 
the concentration of charge carriers is frozen-in during the time over which measurements were 
performed. The presence of frozen-in defects has been noted in other oxides as well.140,141  
To calculate a conductivity in the low-temperature regime it is necessary to adopt a value 
for the (non-equilibrium) carrier concentration.  Given the low temperature, hole polarons, which 
possess a very low migration barrier of 0. 11 eV, are expected to be the only mobile carriers. We 
assume the concentration of p+ to be frozen-in at a value equal to their calculated equilibrium 
concentration (6.2 × 1011 cm-3) at 1000 K.  This concentration is consistent with experimental 
measurements104 that suggest the freezing-in temperature for defects in MgO is near 1000 K. 
(Samples annealed at room temperature exhibited a continuous decrease in their conductivity, 
consistent with a decrease in carrier concentration, as equilibrium was slowly approached.)103,113 
The calculated conductivity of the low-temperature (LT) branch is plotted in Figure 6 using 
a blue line. These calculations adopt the frozen concentration of p+ (at 1000 K) and employ the 
calculated migration energy. Good agreement is obtained between the calculated and measured 
(blue oval) data. This agreement reflects the similar values for the Arrhenius energies – 0.11 eV 
calculated vs. 0.15 to 0.25 eV measured – and suggests that the conduction mechanism underlying 
the LT branch is p+ migration alone. 
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A third Arrhenius branch in the MgO conductivity data is obtained when heating of the 
sample is interrupted at approximately 800 K.103,104 In this case an Arrhenius energy of 1.0 eV was 
reported. This branch is shown as a grey band in Figure 4.6, and can be reproduced using a heating 
and cooling routine where the temperature is progressively raised.104 This phenomena, along with 
anomalies in magnetic susceptibility and charge distribution data, were argued by Batllo and co-
workers114 to arise from the disassociation of holes bound to doubly negative Mg vacancies. These 
hole-vacancy complexes are created by the incorporation of trace H2O during crystal growth, and 
are thus of extrinsic origin.114 The holes were postulated to be localized on the oxygen sublattice, 
which would make them very similar to the small hole polarons identified in the present study. 
Taken together, these observations suggest that the conduction mechanism in the 1 eV branch is 
the dissociative formation, and subsequent migration, of p+.  
To test this hypothesis we calculated the disassociation energy of a single p+ bound within 
a 2p+- VMg2- complex: 113 
(4-7) 
Reaction 7 may be followed by the dissociation of the remaining p+, per: 
(4-8) 
The calculated p+ disassociation energies (Eq. 7 & 8) are similar, 0.87 and 0.85 eV, respectively. 
Taking these dissociation energies as an effective formation energy, and combining them with the 
polaron migration energy, we derive a calculated Arrhenius energy of 0.97 eV. This value is in 
remarkable agreement with the measured value of 1.0 eV, resulting in the similar slopes for the 
calculated (grey line) and measured (grey oval) data shown in Figure 4.6. This observation 
supports the hypothesis that the 1 eV branch is due to the liberation and migration of p+ bound to 
 p
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negative vacancies. (Because the carriers in this branch are extrinsic in origin and their 
concentration is not well-established, the calculated Arrhenius branch in Figure 6 has been 
positioned (vertically) using the measured conductivity.104 Therefore, the most meaningful 
comparison between theory and experiment in this branch is the Arrhenius energy ) 
4.4 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a comprehensive analysis of charge transport mechanisms within the 
primary discharge products, MgO and MgO2, of an Mg/O2 battery. While these batteries have 
extremely high theoretical energy densities, their benefits have yet to be realized in a practical cell 
that is both reversible and long-lived.  Understanding transport within the nominally-insulating 
discharge phases is an important step towards overcoming these performance gaps. 
In the case of MgO, our calculations identify doubly negative Mg vacancies and hole 
polarons as the dominant charge carriers. For MgO2, electronic charge carriers alone – electron 
and hole polarons – are the most prevalent. Due to the large formation energies associated with 
defects in both compounds, the equilibrium concentration of charge carriers is predicted to be low 
at the near-ambient temperatures expected for battery operation. These low concentrations also 
offset the moderate (for MgO2) to high (in MgO) mobility of hole polarons. Consequently, if 
equilibrium carrier concentrations are realized, the conductivity for both MgO and MgO2 will be 
low, and thus likely limit battery performance. 
Nevertheless, charge transport within the discharge products of a realistic battery cathode 
will be strongly influenced by non-equilibrium effects. These effects arise from fast growth rates 
during discharge, impurity incorporation from the electrolyte, and limited ion mobility at ambient 
temperatures. In combination with the moderate/high mobilities predicted for hole polarons, these 
non-equilibrium effects suggest a strategy for improving conductivity: artificially increasing 
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polaron concentrations via the incorporation of monovalent impurities into the discharge product 
during its growth. In principle, this could be achieved through the intentional addition of small 
quantities of lithium ions to the electrolyte.  
Finally, the calculated conductivity data for MgO are observed to be in remarkable 
agreement with the three Arrhenius branches reported in experiments, and thus clarify the long-
debated transport mechanisms within these regimes. 
.
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Chapter 5 
 
Cooperative Ion Migration in Li-ion Conducting Glasses 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Inorganic solid electrolytes (SEs) offer the potential for improved safety and higher energy density 
compared to conventional Li-ion batteries.4,24,171 The lithium thiophosphate family has reemerged 
as a promising candidate for use as a ‘solid solution’ solid electrolyte due to its favorable 
conductivity and formability. However, understanding ionic transport processes in amorphous 
materials has lagged behind that of crystals.  Fundamental to diffusion in crystalline ionic 
conductors is the idea of lattice disorder put forth by Frenkel and Schottky. Migration in these 
systems relies on the availability of lattice sites being unoccupied (a vacancy) or ions occupying 
an interstice between normal lattice sites (an interstital). The probability for a transition between 
these sites is exponentially proportional to the potential energy differences associated with the 
formation and migration of these defects.17 In highly disordered materials such as glasses, these 
fundamental ideas are mostly absent since no long-range order exists; the energy landscape is 
influenced by variations in local coordination and can be dynamically heterogeneous.172–174 
Moreover, in many SEs the concentration of ions is high (~1022 cm-3) due to interparticle 
separations of only a few atomic radii. Consequently, the influence of cooperative (or correlated) 
ion-ion dynamics on the diffusion process can be significant. Given these circumstances, the 
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validity of the general theory of ionic transport in crystalline phases often does not apply.175 
Correlation effects ought to be considered for a more complete understanding of transport.  
Some of the earliest molecular dynamic (MD) studies of binary Lennard-Jones supercooled 
glass-forming liquids recognized particle motion to be highly cooperative;176–179 further studies 
support the premise.180–185 In 1966, to interpret deviations in the Einstein relation for silver sulfide, 
Yokota proposed the ‘caterpillar mechanism’ where two or more ions cooperatively jump.186 In 
1973, a class of diffusion mechanisms was introduced for crystalline SEs with polyatomic anions: 
there, cation motion was coupled to the rotational motion of the anions via a so-called ‘paddle-
wheel mechanism’.187  
More recently classical and ab initio MD studies of crystalline lithium ion conducting SEs 
have suggested that diffusion is a cooperative process. For example, the high conductivity of c-
Li7La3Zr2O12 has been attributed to the collective motion of Li-ions.188–190 Xu et al. observed 
‘string-like’ lithium migration in crystalline Li10GeP2S12 .191 He et al. found migration energy 
barriers consistent with experiment when concerted motion was considered versus single ion 
hopping.192 In polyborane SEs, anion reorientation and thermal librations were shown to create a 
local driving force for cation diffusion.193,194 We are not aware of any cooperative motion studies 
on LPS glasses. 
In the present chapter ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) are employed to study the 
structure and dynamics of glassy-Li3PS4. Different from the largely static role played by anions in 
crystalline materials, we find lithium to be dynamically coupled to the reorientation and thermal 
vibrations of PS4 anions. Moreover, lithium migration events involve the nearly simultaneous 
migration of adjacent lithium. This dynamic coupling is expected to contribute to the fast ion 
conducting nature of lithium thiophosphate solid solution electrolytes.  
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5.2 Computational Details 
First-principles calculations were performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation package 
(VASP).61–63 Core-valence electron interactions were treated with the projector augmented-wave 
method.65,195 The generalized gradient approximation in the formulation of Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof was used for exchange and correlation.64 The computational cell consisted of lithium 
and ortho-thiophosphate ions (PS43-). A Monte Carlo annealing procedure employing a classical 
interatomic potential was used to generate the initial disordered atomic structure196,197 comprising 
of sixty lithium (Li+) and twenty PS43- ions at a density of 1.9 g cm-3 within a computational cell 
having periodic boundary conditions. Starting from the Monte Carlo-generated structure, DFT 
geometry optimization calculations and ab initio melt-and-quench molecular dynamics were used 
to generate a plausible structure for glassy-Li3PS4. Parrinello-Rahman dynamics31,198 with variable 
cell shape and volume (NPT ensemble) were employed in combination with a Langevin 
thermostat.32 The plane-wave energy cutoff energy was set to 400 eV to minimize Pulay stresses. 
The friction coefficients of atomic species and lattice was 10 ps-1. The lattice mass was set to 1000 
amu. The MD time step was 2 femto-seconds. A Gamma-only k-point mesh was used. Melt-and-
quench MD involved an initial equilibration at 300 K for 3 pico-seconds (ps), heating to 1000 K 
at 70 K/ps, a 3 ps hold at 1000K, cooling to the desired temperature at the same 70K/ps rate, and, 
finally, equilibration for an additional 3 ps at the target temperature. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Structure 
Figure 5.1shows the structure of glassy Li3PS4 predicted by  ab initio molecular dynamics at T = 
300 K. The resulting density was 1.56 g cm-3; for comparison, the experimental density of 
crystalline γ- Li3PS4199 is 1.93 g cm-3. PS4 tetrahedra comprise the anionic components of the 
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computed glass structure at 300 K; at this temperature no other complex anion types (such as P2S6 
and P2S7) were observed.200  
 
Figure 5.1. Computed structure of glassy Li3PS4 at 300 K generated from melt-and-quench ab 
initio MD. Green spheres represent lithium atoms, phosphorus is magenta, and sulfur is yellow. 
(a) Computational cell. A representative Li-ion is identified with a blue circle. The local structure 
of this ion is magnified in (b), where numbers indicate the mean and standard deviation of nearest-
neighbor S distances (Å).  
The static structure of the computed LPS model was characterized using three techniques: 
(i.) the partial pair distribution function (p-PDF), g(r)ab, (ii.) the coordination number, n(r)ab, and, 
(iii.) the total neutron weighted PDF, G’(r). The p-PDF g(r)ab is a commonly-used measure of the 
local structure of glasses and liquids. It is defined as: 
𝑔(𝒓)~{ = 1𝜌{𝑁~ à+ + 𝛿𝒓 − 𝒓~{{,á/~,/ â	 . (5-1)	
Here 𝛿 is the Dirac delta function, N𝛼 is the number of species of type 𝛼 and 𝜌𝛽 is the number 
density of species 𝛽. For homogeneous and isotropic materials, the PDF is a function of separation 
only. In this case rab is the scalar distance from atom 𝛼 to atom 𝛽, and the angled brackets represent 
a time average. The coordination number, n(r)ab, of an ion of type α is the average number of ions 
of type β within a distance r of α. It is defined as an integral of the p-PDF: 𝑛(𝑟)~{ =
(a) (b)
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4𝜋 ∫𝜌{𝑔~{𝑟,𝑑𝑟. Finally, the total neutron weighted PDF, 𝐺′(𝑟), was calculated to allow 
comparisons with recent neutron measurements of the structure of glassy LPS.200  G’(r) is given 
by: 
𝐺C(r) = |+𝑐~𝑏ç~;~ 
ª,+𝑐~𝑐{𝑏ç~𝑏ç{	𝑔~{(𝑟);~,{ . (5-2)	
Here, 𝑏ç/ is the coherent bound neutron scattering length of an atom of type i201 and 𝑐/ is the 
concentration of species i. 202  
Figure 5.2a shows p-PDFs for all relevant atom pairs in glassy-Li3PS4 at 300 K. The most 
prominent peak in the p-PDF is due to the P-S covalent bond found in the PS43- tetrahedra, with a 
maximum at 2.1 Å. The local environment of lithium ions is shown by the blue (Li-S), green (Li-
P), and dashed green (Li-Li) lines. Clear peaks exist in the Li p-PDF at 2.5 Å and 3.1 Å, indicating 
the presence of local ordering with S and P, respectively. Nevertheless, both of the Li-S and Li-P 
PDFs are non-zero at distances slightly larger than their peak values. (For example, the Li-P PDF 
exhibits a shoulder at 3.8 Å.)  This behavior differs from the localized peak associated with 
covalent P-S bonds, and indicates greater variability in the local structure of Li.  In contrast, the 
Li-Li PDF exhibits no sharp peaks, suggesting that the Li distribution is disordered. Longer-ranged 
pair distances include those for S-S and P-P.  S-S distances are shown by the black line; peaks at 
3.4 Å and 4.0 Å correspond to intra- and inter-PS43- distances, respectively. P-P distances (dashed 
magenta line) exhibit a peak at 6.1 Å, corresponding to the average spacing of PS43- centers.  
Figure 5.2b illustrates the average coordination number of ions of type A by ions of type 
B (labeled as ‘A-B’ in the figure) as a function of distance, r. Turning first to the coordination of 
P by S, n(r) displays a clear plateau for r = 2 to 4 Å. This behavior reflects the well-defined P-S 
covalent bonds present in the PS43- tetrahedra. (Beyond 4 Å, n(r) increases continuously due to 
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coordination of P by S from different tetrahedra.) In contrast to the behavior of P-S, the 
coordination number of Li does not exhibit a plateau-like shape. The absence of a plateau-region 
suggests that Li-ions experience a range of different coordination environments in LPS glass. The 
coordination number is typically defined at the distance r corresponding to the first minimum in 
the PDF. For Li-S pairs this minimum occurs at 3.3 Å, corresponding to a coordination of 4.25 
sulfur atoms. The fact that n(r) is a non-integer further supports the notion of variable coordination 
of Li. Finally, a combined analysis of the Li PDF and n(r) suggests that Li-ions experience 
coordination environments ranging from 3 to 5 S anions. 
 
Figure 5.2. Characterization of the static structure of glassy Li3PS4 at ambient temperature. (a) 
Partial pair distribution functions, g(r). (b) Coordination numbers, n(r). (c) Total neutron-weighted 
pair distribution function, G’(r), (solid line) compared with experimental neutron diffraction data 
(diamonds) reported by Ohara et al.200 Atom pair distances associated with the peaks in G’(r) are 
labeled. 
Recently, Ohara et al. performed time-of-flight neutron diffraction measurements on LPS 
glasses having the same composition as those modeled here.200 Those measurements suggested 
that the structure consisted entirely of ortho-thiophosphate anions, consistent with the present 
computational findings. Figure 5.2c compares the measured and computed total neutron-weighted 
pair distribution functions, G’(r). Very good agreement is obtained: all of the major peaks in G’(r) 
are reproduced by both theory and experiments. Furthermore, since Equation 2 is the weighted 
sum of calculated partial-PDFs, the calculations allow for the determination of the individual pair 
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distances responsible for each peak in G’(r).  Visible in both calculation and experiment are: (i.) 
P-S bonds within and between PS43- tetrahedra at 2.1 Å and 5.2 Å, respectively; (ii.) S-S pairs at 
3.4 Å arising from inter-PS43- interactions, and (iii.)  the Li-anion peaks with characteristic 
distances of approximately 2.5 Å for Li-S and 3.1 Å for Li-P. All of these distances are very similar 
to those reported in the p-PDFs of Figure 5.2a. Finally, the simulated G’(r) data also explains why 
peaks associated with Li-Li and P-P correlations are not observed in the experimental 
measurements. The absence of the former peaks can be explained by the disordered distribution of 
Li (see the dashed green line in Figure 5.2a), while the relatively low concentration of P explains 
the latter omission. 
5.3.2 Dynamics 
Li migration events were characterized using a protocol previously used to describe dynamics in 
LLZO and in glass-forming liquids.190,203 Following those studies, we define the functional, hi(t; 
a, Δt, ta) as an indicator of a long-lived Li-ion displacement of at least a distance a occurring at 
time t:  
	ℎ/(𝑡; 𝑎, ∆𝑡, 𝑡) = ê 𝜃(|𝒓/(𝑡 + 𝑡C) − 𝒓/(𝑡 − 𝑡C)| − 𝑎)\ì/,\zX\ì, ªîÊ	 . 	 (5-3)	
hi  = 1 for atoms that undergo a displacement, otherwise hi  = 0.  Here, θ(x) is the Heaviside step 
function, while the difference ri(t + tʹ) – ri(t - tʹ) represents the displacement of atom i.  Δt = 3 ps, 
is a residence time that both precedes and follows a displacement event and ensures that these 
displacements are long-lived. Finally, ta = 9 ps, is a longer time window that includes the residence 
times and the transition time. Eq. 3 implies that a migration event will occur over a time that is at 
most ta – 2Δt, which, with the current parameters is equal to 3 ps.  
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Figure 5.3a plots hi  individually for each of the 60 Li-ions contained in the computational 
cell during 80 ps of MD at 300 K. The data show that a total of 7 ions underwent long-lived 
migration events. Summing Equation 3 at each time t allows for the identification of ions whose 
migration events occur simultaneously (or near-simultaneously). These events are shown in Figure 
5.3b. The first event observed occurs over a window t = 5 to 9 ps and involves the displacement 
of 5 distinct Li-ions. This event can be approximately divided into an initial 3-ion event that is 
followed soon afterwards by a 4-ion process.  The ions participating in the 4-ion event are 
highlighted in blue in Figure 5.3a. (The preceding 3-ion event also involves two of these ions; the 
third participating ion is shown without shading in Figure 5.3a.) The displacements of the ions 
participating in the 4-body event (relative to their positions at the start of the first residence time) 
are shown in Figure 5.3c. These data show that two of the ions undergo large displacements of 4-
5 Å, which are well above the a = 1.6 Å threshold for detecting a migration event.  
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Figure 5.3. (a) Identification of Li-ion migration events at 300 K. (b) Number of atoms 
participating in cooperative event. Blue and gray shaded subplots correspond to the maximum in 
the first and second event, respectively. (c) Displacement of the blue shaded Li-ions relative to 
beginning of residence time (Insert: displacement of gray shaded Li-ions). 
A second simultaneous migration event involving two ions occurs at t = 57 ps in Figure 
5.3b. These ions are identified with grey shading in Figure 5.3a and displacement shown in the 
insert of Figure 5.3c. Various values for the parameters used in Equation 5-3 were investigated, 
the same qualitative behavior persists – i.e., the existence of simultaneous migration events – 
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across the range of explored parameters. This suggests that the observed behavior is not an artifact 
of the sampling procedure. 
Analysis of the MD trajectories by Equation 5-3 implies that Li-ion migration events in 
LPS glass are correlated in time. Are these events also correlated in space? Figure 5.4 addresses 
this question by illustrating the real-space displacements associated with the 4-ion migration event 
occurring at t = 7 ps in Figure 5.3. Trajectories are shown over a time window corresponding to t 
= 0-10 ps in Figure 5.3b.  
Figure 5.4a illustrates a sub-set of the computational cell showing the beginning (‘B’) and 
end (‘E’) points for Li trajectories during this window. Similarly, the displacements of nearest-
neighbor PS4 anions (labelled with numbers) are depicted by plotting their positions at the 
beginning (translucent) and end of the interval (opaque). On the time scale shown here, four 
adjacent lithium ions undergo migration. Three of these ions, colored orange, teal, and maroon, 
undergo displacements that impinge upon (or partially overlap with) the previous locations of the 
others. This behavior is reminiscent of the ‘string-like’ displacements observed in earlier 
simulations of Lennard-Jonesian glasses.181 The forth ion, shown in blue, depicts a displacement 
of a neighboring Li-ion that shares anion 11 with one of the other mobile ions. 
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Figure 5.4. Real-space cation-anion cooperative motion event involving multiple adjacent cations 
with anion reorientation. (a) Distinct colored spheres represent different lithium atoms 
superimposed at 40 femto-second intervals over a 10 ps trajectory, initial and final position are 
labeled “B” and “E”, respectively. Tetrahedra PS4 anions are colored magenta and yellow, initial 
position is translucent and final is opaque, numeric labels refer to individual anions. For clarity, 
only the portion of the simulation cell is shown. (b) Angular and linear displacement of anions 
from initial orientation and position. (d-e) Prototypical real-space mechanism of diffusion, 
illustrating the dynamic coupling of cation transport and reorientation of anions (‘paddle-wheel’ 
mechanism). Faint dashed lines indicate sulfur within a 3 Å radius of lithium at times “B” and “E”. 
Importantly, the nearest-neighbor PS4 anions, which comprise the solvating ‘cage’ 
surrounding the Li prior to migration, also undergo significant rotations during Li migration. 
Figure 5.4b illustrates these anion displacements and rotations relative to their position at t = 0 
(i.e., the same time origin as in Figure 5.3b). Rotational displacements are defined with respect to 
a vector whose tail is located at the center of mass of the anion, corresponding approximately to 
the position of the central P ion, and whose head sits on a S ion at a vertex of the PS4 tetrahedron. 
(Four of these vectors can be drawn; the rotational displacements shown in Figure 5.4b correspond 
to the vector undergoing the largest displacement.) Linear displacements were tracked based on 
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the position of the central P ion. The shaded yellow region in Figure 5.4b represents a time window 
from 2-10 ps where anion angular displacements are the most significant.  
Regarding rotational displacements, in the case of anion 1, a large rotation of nearly 45° 
occurred during t = 5 – 10 ps; the anion then largely remained in that orientation for the following 
10 ps. After undergoing a reorientation during t = 5 – 7 ps, anion 3 undergoes oscillatory rotations 
with displacements as large as 30°.  In contrast, anion 8 returns to its initial orientation after a 
rotational displacement that persists from t = 2 – 10 ps. Anion 11underwent a sustained 
reorientation of nearly 50°. Finally, anions 10 and 18 did not exhibit significant rotational 
displacements. The rotational displacements of all anions in the computational cell are shown by 
the black lines in Figure 5.5 
 
Figure 5.5. Individual anion rotation in glassy-Li3PS4 (black) and γ-Li3PS4 (blue) at 300 K. γ-
Li3PS4 crystal structure from Homma et al.199 
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For comparison, equivalent AIMD calculations on crystalline γ-Li3PS4 were also 
performed. These angular displacements are also shown by the blue lines in Figure 5.5. In contrast 
to the large rotational displacements observed for the PS4 tetrahedra in glassy LPS, no significant 
rotations were observed in the crystalline system over a 80 ps time window. This suggests that ion 
migration mechanisms in the glass are qualitatively different from those in the crystalline phase.  
Figure 5.4b also illustrates that translational displacement of anions generally accompany 
their rotation, in contrast to disordered crystals (e.g. where the anions occupy a regular lattice while 
the cations are distributed at random). The correlation between translation and rotation is evident 
for the anions that exhibit reorientation, particularly anions 8 and 11. The translation of all anions 
are shown in Figure 5.6, and compared with crystalline γ-Li3PS4. The crystalline system displays 
the behavior of a fixed anion sub-lattice, while the glass shows significantly more freedom in PS4 
translation and oscillation.  
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Figure 5.6. Individual anion displacements in glassy-Li3PS4 (black) and γ-Li3PS4 (blue) at 300 K. 
Figure 5.4d-e illustrate the dynamic coupling of cation transport and reorientation of anions 
(‘paddle-wheel’ mechanism). The blue and orange lithium ions remains coupled to the same two 
sulfurs ions throughout the reorientation of anion 11 and 1, respectively. In this manner the rotating 
PS4 tetrahedra are correlated with the long-lived displacement of lithium identified from Equation 
5-3. Naturally, the displacement of lithium must also include the uncoordination with anions at 
“B” and coordination with anions at “E”. Such a mechanism could permit lithium to percolate 
throughout the system by coupled anion reorientations. Although, this mechanism would induce 
extended correlation effects, as will be discussed later. Enhanced transport of cations by a dynamic 
coupling to the reorientational motion of polyatomic anions has been discussed widely and 
supported by quasielastic neutron scattering experiments for alkali metal sulphate and phosphate 
crystalline SEs.187,204–208 Similar experiments suggest the high temperature transition to a 
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superionic conducting phase is accompanied by anion reorientation in the borate class of SEs.209 
We are not aware of any computational or experimental anion reorientation studies on lithium 
thiophosphates.  
The degree of freedom for anion motion is also evident in the illustration of particle density 
shown in Figure 5.7. Lithium is shown in green, and its behavior is typical of caged motion due to 
the shell of neighboring anions. In resemblance to lithium, sulfur (shown in yellow) displays a 
degree of motion corresponding to the rotation of the PS4 anion. In contrast, phosphorus (shown 
in teal) displays considerably less freedom of motion. 
 
Figure 5.7. Particle density  at 300 K averaged over 10 ps. Evaluated on a grid of 0.08 Å, isosurface 
level shown is 10-4 Bohr-3. Green is lithium, yellow sulfur, and teal is phosphorus. 
The above discussion illustrates considerable room temperature rotational mobility of 
anions and correlated cation-anion dynamics. To characterize these dynamics further we calculated 
the power spectrum 𝑍ï(𝜔), of cation velocity 𝝂, and anion angular velocity 𝝎 = 𝐮× ?̇?: 
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𝑍ï(𝜔) = @𝑍(𝑡)𝑒/ô\𝑑𝑡 (5-4)	
𝑍(𝑡) = 〈𝒙(𝑡) ∙ 𝒙(0)〉 〈𝒙,〉, 𝒙 = 𝝂,𝝎⁄ 	
where 𝐮 is a unit vector from the anion center of mass to a sulfur ion.210 
 
Figure 5.8. Power spectrum of lithium (blue) and anion (red) at 300 K. 
Figure 5.8 illustrates a coupling between two dynamical processes, lithium vibrations and 
anion librations. Both processes exhibit significant overlap of low frequency modes (0 to 10 THz), 
and both have a maximum at 6 THz. The intrinsic anion libration dynamics facilitate lithium 
transport by the paddle-wheel mechanism (as shown in Figure 5.4) but also alter the local energy 
landscape. Referring back to Figure 5.2b, we note that the Li-S coordination number at the 
minimum in the p-PDF is 4.25, which indicates lithium is shared among at least two anions, and 
likewise anions are sharing multiple lithium.  The coupled cation-anion reorientational motion 
would inevitably uncoordinate lithium from neighboring anions (and itself) creating “new 
vacancies” and inducing additional nearby lithium to migrate as they seek new local energy 
minima–leading to the ‘string’ mechanism of diffusion. Moreover, lithium that are uncoordinated 
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from adjoining anions also change the local energy landscape of those anions persuading further 
anion rotation and potentially a cascade of cation transport and anion rotation. Clearly, there is no 
simple classification of mechanisms in a highly correlated diffusion process; instead several 
mechanisms can work in unison: (i) anion reorientation actively transports cations; (ii) 
reorientation passively transports cations as a passage mechanism, where cation diffusion 
pathways of different sizes are obtained; (iii) rotationally mobile anions accommodate the passage 
of cations.205  
5.4 Additional Content 
5.4.1 Elastic Properties 
The elastic moduli are important design parameters for all-solid-state lithium ion batteries. The 
considerable volume changes that occur throughout operation can result in fragmentation of the 
solid and poor electrolyte/electrode contact resulting in poor cycle life and stability. A desirable 
electrolyte can accommodate these strains by reversible deformation, which could be aided by 
small elastic moduli. Moreover, small moduli are indicative of a material suitable for room 
temperature sintering which is ideal for an economical grade solid electrolyte.211  
Glassy LPS has been shown experimentally to have favorable mechanical properties.211–
213 However, there are no reports of these properties determined from ab initio calculations. We 
have calculated the 21 independent elastic constants needed to describe the elastic properties of 
glassy lithium thiophosphate. 
The elastic constants Cij were determined from the stress due to applying six finite strains 
with displacement ± 0.015 Å as implemented in VASP.214 The bulk, shear, and Young’s modulus 
are calculated with the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation which transforms single-crystal elastic 
constants into polycrystalline elastic moduli.215 The Voigt moduli provide the upper bound while 
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Reuss moduli is the lower bound, the Hill moduli is the arithmetic average of the two. The bulk 
modulus B was calculated as: 
𝐵ù = 𝐶66 + 𝐶,, + 𝐶úú + 2(𝐶6, + 𝐶,ú + 𝐶ú6)9 (5-5)	𝐵û = 1𝑆66 + 𝑆,, + 𝑆úú + 2(𝑆6, + 𝑆,ú + 𝑆ú6) (5-6)	
𝐵J = (𝐵ù + 𝐵û)2 (5-7)	
where S is the compliance tensor and the subscripts refer to either the Voigt, Reuss, or Hill moduli. 
The shear modulus G was obtained from the following equations: 
𝐺ùX 𝐶66 + 𝐶,, + 𝐶úú − 𝐶6, − 𝐶,ú − 𝐶ú6 + 3(𝐶¡¡ + 𝐶üü + 𝐶ýý)15 (5-8) 𝐺û = 154(𝑆66 + 𝑆,, + 𝑆úú) − 4(𝑆6, + 𝑆,ú + 𝑆ú6) + 3(𝑆¡¡ + 𝑆üü + 𝑆ýý) (5-9) 
𝐺J = (𝐺ù + 𝐺û)2 . (5-10) 
The Young’s moduli E and Poisson’s ratio v are determined by: 
𝐸 = 9𝐵𝐺2(3𝐵 + 𝐺) , 𝜈 = (3𝐵 − 2𝐺)2(3𝐵 + 𝐺) . (5-11) 
The 21 independent elastic constants and moduli of glassy-Li3PS4 are shown in Table 5.1 at four 
densities, 1.55, 1.65, 1.76, and 2.42 g cm-3 corresponding to pressures of 1 Bar, 3.6, 10, and 100 
kBar, respectively. 
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Table 5.1. Calculated mechanical properties of glassy-Li3PS4 and crystals: γ- Li3PS4,  β-Li3PS4, 
Li7P3S11; elastic constants Cij, bulk modulus B, shear modulus G, Young’s modulus E, and 
Poisson’s ratio ν as a function of hydrostatic pressure P, and corresponding density ρ. 
  
P 
(kBar) 
ρ 
(g/cm3) 
B 
(GPa) 
G 
(GPa) 
E 
(GPa) ν 
 
  Cij     
glass-Li3PS4         
     
This work 0.001 1.55 9.82 5.10 13.04 0.28 12.7 6.4 6.8 0.4 0.0 -1.5 
       6.4 15.7 7.3 1.7 -1.0 -0.9 
       6.8 7.3 19.7 0.8 -1.2 0.1 
       0.4 1.7 -1.2 5.5 0.4 -0.3 
       0.0 -1.0 -1.2 0.4 5.8 0.4 
       -1.5 -0.9 0.1 -0.3 0.4 6.2 
             
This work 3.6 1.65 14.26 6.75 17.49 0.30 20.6 9.7 9.8 -0.4 -0.2 -0.5 
       9.7 25.2 10.0 1.3 -0.1 -0.9 
       9.8 10.0 24.1 0.4 0.2 -0.3 
       -0.4 1.3 0.2 7.4 -0.6 0.0 
       -0.2 -0.1 0.2 -0.6 6.6 0.3 
       -0.5 -0.9 -0.3 0.0 0.3 6.8 
             
This work 10 1.76 16.93 6.61 17.54 0.33 24.4 12.0 13.4 -1.3 -0.1 0.7 
       12.0 26.8 12.0 -0.8 0.1 2.0 
       13.4 12.0 27.7 1.1 -3.5 0.6 
       -1.3 -0.8 -3.5 8.3 -0.7 0.9 
       -0.1 0.1 -3.5 -0.7 7.2 -0.2 
       0.7 2.0 0.6 0.9 -0.2 5.1 
             
This work 100 2.42 50.70 16.27 44.10 0.36 71.8 37.2 41.7 -0.5 -0.2 -0.3 
       37.2 71.5 41.2 -1.3 0.7 -0.1 
       41.7 41.2 71.0 0.5 6.1 1.8 
       -0.5 -1.3 6.1 18.9 0.3 -0.1 
       -0.2 0.7 6.1 0.3 17.6 -0.4 
       -0.3 -0.1 1.8 -0.1 -0.4 14.4 
             
Expt. Ref.212 1.8 1.45 − 3.40 8.80 0.28       
  3.6 1.68 − 5.90 15.00 0.30       
γ-Li3PS4                       
This work  1.87 31.90 13.02 34.40 0.32       
Calc. Ref.216   32.90 12.60 33.40 0.33       
Calc. Ref.217   31.90 14.11 36.88 0.31       
β-Li3PS4              
This work  1.80 21.72 11.14 28.55 0.28       
Calc. Ref. 216   23.30 11.40 29.50 0.29       
Calc. Ref. 217   21.39 11.33 28.90 0.27       
Li7P3S11              
This work  1.80 23.43 9.32 24.69 0.32       
Calc. Ref. 216     23.90 8.10 21.90 0.35             
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The Young’s modulus increases with the density and its magnitude agrees well with the 
extensive experiments performed by Sakuda.212 We have also calculated the moduli of the 
crystalline structures reported by Homma et al199 using the same methodology as the glassy phase. 
The latter has lower moduli compared to the crystalline phases, which is typically for disordered 
materials.  Additionally, we compare our calculated moduli of crystalline phases with other ab 
initio studies of crystalline LPS and those results are in very good agreement. 
5.4.2 Diffusivity 
Parrinello-Rahman dynamics (NPT) allows the computational cell to establish equilibrium density 
under constant external hydrostatic pressure. Lithium diffusivity was evaluated with applied 
pressures of 1 Bar, 3.6, 10, and 100 kBar. The mean square displacement is defined as, 〈𝛿,(𝑡)〉 = 〈|𝒓(𝑡) − 𝒓(0)|,〉, (5-12)	
where r is the position of an atom, the enclosing brackets is the mean with respect to time. For 
motion in the diffusive regime, the Einstein relation yields 〈𝛿,(𝑡)〉 = 6𝐷𝑡 (5-13)	
where D is the diffusion coefficient. Shown in Figure 5.9, at 1000 K and 700 K pressures up to 10 
kBar have little influence on the diffusion coefficient. However, 100 kBar results in a diffusion 
coefficient nearly one order of magnitude lower. At 500 K and lower temperatures, the system has 
not fully reached the diffusive limit. 
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Figure 5.9. Mean square displacement of lithium in glassy Li3PS4 as a function of temperature and 
pressure. 
Shown in Table 5.2, the hydrostatic pressure results in an increased density, at 10 kBar the 
density is similar to the calculated density at 300 K for the crystalline stable phase γ- Li3PS4, and 
high temperature phase β-Li3PS4 (Table 5.3). The density at 100 kB is a 50% increase to the density 
at atmospheric pressure. Higher density reduces the available volume of cation diffusion pathways 
and likely constrains anion rotational mobility, both are contributing factors to the decrease in 
diffusivity at high pressure.  
Table 5.2. Calculated density of glassy-Li3PS4 as a function of temperature and pressure. 
 
Table 5.3. Calculated and experimental density of glassy-Li3PS4, γ- Li3PS4, and β-Li3PS4.  
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0.001 1.44 1.50 1.47 1.49 1.55
3.6 1.56 1.60 1.62 1.63 1.63
10 1.69 1.74 1.76 1.73 1.76
100 2.35 2.39 2.41 2.42 2.42
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The diffusivity and activation energy at a pressure of 1 Bar are shown in Figure 5.10. The 
activation energy is 0.25 eV with an extrapolated diffusion coefficient at 300 K of 6.7×10−8 cm2 s-1. 
Assuming the Nernst-Einstein relation holds, the conductivity is 6.5 mS cm-1. Experimentally, 
mixture of Li2S–P2S5 with stoichiometry Li3PS4 prepared by mechanical milling have been shown 
to yield a conductivity of 0.3 mS cm-1 and 0.4 eV for the activation energy.218 
 
Figure 5.10. Diffusivity and activation energy at 1 Bar. The extrapolated diffusion coefficient at 
300 K is shown by the red marker and in text at 300 K.  
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusions and Next Steps 
 
The Mg-air chemistry is an enticing composition for a battery system due to its essentially 
inexhaustible supply of cathode reactant (oxygen) combined with an earth-abundant multi-valent 
metal anode and higher safety compared to Li analogues. Nevertheless, relatively few 
experimental studies of this system have been reported, and these studies demonstrate performance 
that is far from ideal: high discharge overpotentials and the electrochemical irreversibility of 
magnesium oxide. These reports illustrate the challenges that remain before the benefits of the 
Mg/O2 chemistry can be realized in a practical cell.  
This work addresses these challenges by employing first principles calculations to 
characterize reaction mechanisms associated with discharge and charging, and the charge transport 
properties of likely discharge products, MgO and MgO2. These calculations indicate that reaction 
pathways involving intermediates such as superoxides and peroxides are preferred. In agreement 
with experiment, calculations predict MgO to be electrochemically irreversible. In contrast, MgO2-
based batteries are predicted to exhibit low overpotentials with efficiencies approaching 90%. This 
suggests that performance can be improved by ‘steering’ discharge towards formation of MgO2.  
Intrinsic charge transport in MgO and MgO2 is predicted to be hole polarons. The 
equilibrium concentration is low at the near-ambient temperatures expected for battery operation. 
Consequently, if equilibrium carrier concentration is realized, the conductivity for both MgO and 
MgO2 will be low and limit battery performance. Nevertheless, charge transport within the 
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discharge products will be strongly influenced by nonequilibrium carrier concentrations. This, in 
combination with high/moderate mobilities predicted for hole polarons suggests a strategy for 
improving conductivity: artificially increasing polaron concentration via the incorporation of 
monovalent impurities into the discharge product during its growth. Finally, the calculated 
conductivity for MgO is in remarkable agreement with the three Arrhenius branches reported in 
experiment. 
Looking to the future, MgO-based batteries will likely suffer from intrinsically high 
charging overpotentials. Consequently, redox-mediators should be employed to facilitate a 
favorable oxygen evolution reaction. Overall, research efforts should focus on biasing discharge 
toward the formation of MgO2. As a preliminary step to examine the viability of a MgO2-based 
cell, magnesium peroxide can be prepared by the methods of Vannerberg47 or Volnov and 
Latysheva43 and electrochemically recharged using the approach of Shiga et al.11 
The challenge of developing lithium solid electrolytes with conductivity as high or higher 
than conventional liquid electrolytes has been overcome with sulfide class of solids. However, 
interpretation of ionic transport processes in the amorphous versions of these materials has lagged 
far behind understanding of crystalline materials. Furthermore, the first fast ion conductors 
discovered were found to have a highly ordered and immobile sublattice which provided the 
framework for mobile ions. Subsequently, emphasis has been and currently is placed on 
understanding ion transport in terms of the static host-lattice.  
This work examines correlated effects in the transport processes of glassy lithium 
thiophosphate. In contrast to the largely static role anions play in crystalline systems for cation 
transport, we find lithium to be dynamically coupled to the reorientation and thermal vibration of 
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ortho-thiophosphate anions. This suggests  that the coordination environment provided by a static 
host-structure alone is insufficient to account for fast ion conduction in lithium glasses.   
Towards a goal of realizing batteries that rely on earth abundant metals, first principles 
simulations can be utilized to acquire a better understanding of transport in multivalent sulfide 
solid solution electrolytes, for instance, compositions where magnesium, calcium, and aluminum 
are the working ions. The diffusion of these cations are generally poor in intercalation cathodes, 
which may explain their lack of consideration as solid electrolytes. Nevertheless, the diffusion 
rates of large ions can be nearly equal to that of lithium in several high temperature modifications 
of sulfate mixtures, where it was proposed that diffusion of the larger ions was made possible by 
the rotational motion of the sulfate anions.187 We have directly observed the coupled rotational 
motion at room temperature in lithium thiophosphate glass. This, combined with experimental 
observations, opens the possibility that high diffusivity at room temperature is not limited by the 
size of the working cation and the size of the diffusion pathways provided by the host-sublattice. 
If high rotational mobility of polyatomic anions persists at room temperature in the presence of 
multivalent cations then fast ion conducting multivalent solid electrolytes may be a realized. Earth 
abundant solid electrolytes would transform the search for “beyond Li-ion” technologies. 
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Appendix A  
Vibrational Spectra of MgO and MgO2 
Density functional perturbation theory34,219 was used to calculate Infrared and Raman activities in 
MgO2. Calculations were performed using the VASP code.60–63 The generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) expressed using the formulation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was 
used for the exchange-correlation energy.64 A kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV was used for the 
planewave basis, and the brilloiun zone was sampled with a regular, Γ-centered grid with a density 
of 16´16´16, corresponding to 24 k-points per Å-1. All ion positions were relaxed to a force 
tolerance less than 10-5 eV/Å. Born effective charge tensors and dielectric tensors were calculated 
for each atom according to the method of Gajdos.153 The Hellmann-Feynman forces were used in 
combination with the supplemented direct method33 to evaluate the interatomic force constants of 
a 2´2´2 supercell.  To calculate the phonon frequencies in the long wavelength limit, the 
macroscopic electric field that follows from the collective displacement of ions was treated 
separately using the non-analytical form of the dynamical matrix.34,36 The derivatives of the 
polarizability tensor with respect to atomic displacements were calculated using a finite difference 
approach; ions were displaced ±0.06 Å in each Cartesian direction. The Raman susceptibility 
tensor was then constructed and applied to the differential cross section for nonresonant first-order 
Raman scattering. The calculation was performed for a polycrystal using 532 nm unpolarized light 
at 300 K. Phonon dispersion and density of states is shown in Figure A.1. Infrared and Raman 
activity is shown in Figure A.2. The phonon and Raman frequency at 26 THz arises from a mode 
associated with the covalently bonded oxygen dimer in MgO2. 
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Figure A.1. Phonon dispersion and density of states for MgO and MgO2. For MgO, experimental 
data from inelastic neutron scattering is shown by black circles.164 
 
Figure A.2. Infrared and Raman Spectra of MgO2. 
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